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EDITOR'S PAGE- , I . ' ~ - #V A' 4

VIVA LA EVOLUCION!
Anyone who has been watching the lineup of
shows on Broadway over the past few years, or
has taken a gander at preprandial Public TV, has >f -<*
seen an explosion in the use of puppetry-to edu- 21
cate, inspire, and enchant audiences of all ages. *iffims-fl~-
Traditions and genres within the world of pup- ~r~
petry, though, are a little bit like the families and / 3 2.-

genera ofthe Animal Kingdom: each "species"
is distinct, and they come and go over time based Z.-1 ->--ft /
on their response to the forces around them- 4 41< 3 *r -« 1 4 5 +

adapting. evolving, tlourishing, or simply disap-
pearing into the shifting sands of time.

There are many forces at work on puppetry- eco-
nom ics, political oppression. religious prohibi-
tion, changing tastes, changing technology. In ASA

order to withstand these forces, a puppet com-
"The Puppet Master" by Robert Austin,pany must be adaptable, resilient and flexible.
The Metropolitan Museum of ArtSome strengths can also be liabilities- a com-

pany dependent on the vision of a single artist,
no matter how charismatic the individual, is unlikely to dazzling dexterity of Ronnie Burkett's marionettery are
survive a sudden loss of leadership. Other theatres- or the bones of our ancestors- the fertility puppets. the
entire genres- once so woven into the fabric of a society leather shadows, the god masks.
that their survival was taken for granted, have been wiped
out by the unlucky contluence of several large events. These then are the questions which so many puppe-

teel's have asked themselves: To evolve, or not to
This is what happened to the dinosaurs- a changing cli- evolve? To eke out a living on society's margins, or
mate and the evolution of new fur-bearing species flourish in its great halls of culture'? To adapt tocurrent
(coupled with the impact of a large-ish meteorite) and tastes (or other external forces), or simply throw in the
Tyrannosaurus Rex was Tyrannosaurus "Ex." I would towel? There are countless variations possible, depend-
love to have seen a real live dinosaur. It is one of my few ing on the time and place in which the options are be-
disappointments at having been born into the modern ing considered. Puppeteers who avoid the que Ati on,
era. (The Jim Henson Company made some dinosaurpup- though, do so at their peril, leaving some conniving
pets for "The Flintstones," but by the time "Jurassic Park" Claudius or vengeful Laertes to answer for them:
rolled around, CGI technology had already made those Not to be!"
creatures extinct! A case in point.) Scientists tell us,
though, that to see a dinosaur, we need look no further In this issue, then, we look at the ways in which pup-
than our own birdfeeders. My little chickadee may not peteers and puppet theatres respond to the forces around
look much like a pterodactyl. but the dinosaur lives on them- struggling like protozoans on a petri dish in or-
in her blood, her bones, her victory over gravity. And in der to survive and (quite literally) preserve their cul-
those squishy puppets who live on "Avenue Q," or in the ture. Our struggle as artists is not merely to move good
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DNA into the next generation, but to preserve our cul-
tural identity, to enrich both the intellectual and emo-
tional lives of our public, to be the "keepers of the lore"
and tell a few good jokes along the way, in short, we
must "take arms against a sea of troubles" and let the Subject: Punch's sexuality

chips fall where they may. Date: Fri, 19 Mar 2004 14:01:51 -0000
From: "The Punch and Judy College"

Some of the most regrettable losses seem to come from <enquiries@punchandjudy.org>

-A LETTERthird world countries with unstable governments, and
cultures which are moving almost overnight from water Hi, I enjoyed Paul Zaloom's liberating piece
buffalo and elephants to satellite phones and high-speed on the Punch tradition but I can say he's mis-
modems. Puppet companies which were virtually un- taken in thinking that the Punch and Judy Col- z:z~
known to the outside world have vanished with scarcely
a trace. In other places, long-standing theatre traditions lege of Professors says that Punch is not gay. ~

which were on the verge of extinction have returned to We don't take a view on Punch's sexuality or
good health, and we have many examples of these in the sexuality of the performer. Punch is what- ~
this issue: Chinese shadow puppetry [page 41, Italy's ever he is and you can make of him whatever ~
Opera dei Pupi and Pulcinella [page 18 ], and a glove you can make of him. 1 don't think it was from
puppet theater from Kerala, India [page 20]. 14/ayang rrI
Ada is a Balinese form combining opera and shadow us that he had a letter of rejection as I can't ~

puppetry. A mere decade after its debut in 1976, it seemed find his application anywhere on file. Perhaps-
to be breathing its last until a student took it on as a it was from another Punch society. He'd get ~
project and, after a little "genetic engineering" to make turned down by us for not using a swazzle (be- ~
it more engaging and less strenuous, it seems to be re-
covering nicely [page 161. cause that's what we think distinguishes a

Punch and Judy Show from any other puppet
The Soviet Union is now a lost world, and its many state- show that has a Punch character in it) but not
sponsored puppet theaters- giant behemoths which once on account of gay issues. And as forhis "Screw
ruled that part of the earth- are much diminished. The

you, English assholes" we'd say "Stop talkingnew theatres there have had to adapt to changing condi-
tions, and they compete with the new species-like Kung out of yours, Paul."
Fu movies and Rock and Roll- in order to find their
niche. St. Petersburg's Puppet House Theatre is one such Glyn Edwards.
oasis where a handful of artists does everything needed
to make wonderful theatre [page 10].

Finally, Stephen Carter brings Gustave Flaubert ' s Temp-
tatum of St. Anthony out of  obscurity and translates one .'
of the old fairground texts which inspired it [page 38] F Li 56-
Would I love to have seen those old Soviet-style puppet
theatres'? You bet! I would love to have seen a Bronto- L.Lir --,m"llil/-1
saurus. too. When 1 am tempted to mourn such losses, ir *7~
though, I have only to look around to remember that ,, lity
they live on in all the brightly-feathered beauty which 4 10
surrounds me. '

ANDREW PERIALE
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INDELIBLE SPIRITS:
THE SURVIVAL OF CHINESE SHADOW THEATRE IN THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY

---~~ BY STEPHEN KAPLIN
AND HUANG-YU FONG

The company of Mr. Lee Tuo

Chen performing for Pauline

Benton in the mid-19305.

Photograph from Benton's

unpublished book, "China's

Colored Shadow Plays."

At the turn of the last century. the great German collector Some thirty years later, Benjamin Marsh, an expert in Chi-
and anthropologist, Bernard Laufer, was on a mission to col- nese culture and art. came to Beijing on a similar collecting
lect Chinese shadow figures for the American Museum of trip for the Detroit institute of Arts. Marsh was also able to
Natural History. Searching the city of Peking (now called purchase a complete set of figures and stage equipment from
Beijing) he uncovered only one old man who still made the an ailing itinerant troupe for a relatively small sum. He brought
traditional shadow figures, but who refused to make him a these back to Detroit, where Paul McPharlin used them to
full set of figures, since a year and a half of labor was in- present the first English language performances of Chinese
volved. Laufer managed to track down a shadow theatre shadow theatre in America. But concerning the future of the
troupe that was willing to sell their entire stock of over 500 art form in its native land, Marsh wrote:
figures, plus stage, musical instruments and texts for the sum In 1927 several shadow companies might be called upon
of $600. for entertainment in [Beijingl. In 1931. there was but one.

and that was a troupe of tour men who were not below middle
"So the ving-hsi (shadow theatre) will soon be a matter of age. The young men were thinking of other things.
the past in Northern China, and 1 saved them in the last 1 Benjamin Marsh. Chinese Shadow Figures and Their Mak-
hour." [private correspondence from Beijing, 1902. re- ing, Puppetry Imprints. 1938, pg, 141
printed in China's Puppets, Nancy Stallberg. China Books.

1984. p. 901 About the same time that Marsh was passing through, another
traveling American scholar, Genevieve Wimsatt, was in Beijing
conducting an interview with an old shadow master, To-chen
Li. Li, who as a youth studied at a mission school, was one of
the very few Chinese shadow puppeteers who could speak
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English. He was a primary source of knowledge in the field Liming Liang of the Liao Nan Shadow Theatre of
for many Western visitors- including Pauline Benton, the Liaoning Province, Yufeng Shi of the Kaohsiung
founder of the Red Gate Players, who took photos and de- Cultural Center and Shadow Theatre Museum, in
tailed notes of his performances. He may also have been Taiwan; and Fukuo Chang (also a sixth generation
one of Marsh's informants. In Wimsatt's interview, he re- puppeteer), director of the Tung-hua Theatre in Tai-
lates ruefully: wan. The Lu family saga best illustrates the chai-

"Only four companies now operate in I Beijing] all in the lenges facing traditional puppeteers trying to navi-
gate the choppy waters of wars and revolution.hands of white-headed old fellows like myself... 1 have no

CHINESE SHADOW THEATRE

Their family tree stretches back 12 generations, but
pupils to continue the c,Id traditions, to make my shadows

the story begins when the sixth generation patri-
dance when I am gone. 1 do not know who then will love arch, Guangcal Lu. joined a shadow theatre com-
my little players and cherish them. My stock will be pany during the waning years of China's last dy-
scattered in curio shops and picture stalls, sold for a few nasty. This was a period when the shadow theatre
coppers as toys for children, or to foreigners who do not had reached a high point in refinement and popu-
know Kuan Yin from the Dragon Princess." IGenevieve larity. Public festivals, weddings, birthdays and pri-

vate rituals would almost always include a perfor-Wimsatt. Chinese Shadow Shows, 1936, Harvard Univer-
mance. The repertoire, a repository of religious be-

sity Press, p. 331 lief, social custom and historical narrative similar
to those of other Chinese performing arts, included:

Some 35 years later. at the height of Cultural Revolution's the epic adventures of the demon-quelling Mon-
frenzy, another Western expert foresaw the imminent de- key King: the tempestuous affairs of the magical animal
mise of the traditional shadow theatre. Dr. Brunhild Korner. spirit, Whitesnake; or the deeds of the great heros from the
writing an introduction to an exhibition catalog of Pauline Three Kingdom Period. In every city, town and village. itin-
Benton's collection of Asian shadow figures : erant troupes would play in private homes for audiences of

"In the China of today, it is to be feared that the cultiva- women (who were not allowed to attend public theatres,) or
tion of this intriguing art may mole and more disappear. contract their services to teahouses. The ruling Manchu clans
The original parchments of the figures are replaced by and the imperial families of the Qing Dynasty were them-
crudely colored synthetics, as the contents of the histori- sel ves great patrons of the artform and their household staff

included resident shadow companies on call. Numerous re-cal plays oppose new ideologies, they are replaced by revo-
gional styles developed. The form around Beijing was called

lutionary plays. The performers can no longer bestow on
the Luanchou style, after a nearby town. and it was further

the figures their former elegant mobility." ICatalog for sub-divided into highly refined Eastern and somewhat
"Shadow Figures of Asia froni the Collection of Pauline coarser Western styles.
Benton." 1970. Minnesota Museum of Art. p. 51 But as the Qing's authority began to wither away. they

came under attack from the gunships of the Western power
How is it that these Western scholars all came to the same in the east, and from roiling civil unrest within. The for-
conclusion- that the tradition of Chinese shadow theatre, tunes of traditional shadow troupes changed dramatically
many thousands of years old. was about to go extinct in their during this period. A rebellious religious sect called the
time? Perhaps their status as outsiders made it easier for "White Lotus" had persuaded people that they had magical
them to dismiss the strength of the traditional cultural forms. powers to make armies of soldiers and horses out of cut
Obviously. the shadow theatre didn't die out as predicted, paper figures. Ever cautious, government officials feared that
but continues to flourish. How has it managed to survive? the rebels might be able to achieve similar results using
By analyzing our conversations with contemporary shadow parchment shadow figures; the Qing banned the obvious
puppeteers, we will try to enumerate some of the tactics they threat to National Security and started arresting puppeteers.
used to ride out the violent political and cultural Iluxes that Locking up the puppeteers had the added effect of dispers-
characterized Twentieth Century China. It makes for an in- ing the crowds that would gather night after night to watch
teresting study in strategies for artistic survival. Prior to writ- their popular performances, a natural breeding ground for
ing this article, we talked to several directors of shadow all sorts of treasonous plots. To escape this persecution.
troupes from both the Mainland and Taiwan: Hai Lu, a sixth Guangcai had to flee into the mountains. Sometime later,
generation shadow performer and the retired director of the when danger was past, his son Dercheng started a shadow
Beijing Shadow Show Troupe, Jianguang Da, co-director theatre company of his own, which in time was taken over
of the Tangshan Shadow Play Theatre of Hebei Province:
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by the grandson, Fuyuen. By now it was the turn of the Twen- voices, Second son, Jintong, was chief manipulator and per-
tieth Century, and the Qing Dynasty was in its final death formed martial arts (especially the Monkey King) voice rolls.
throes. The disastrous Boxer Rebellion had been brutally sup- linda. third son, designed and carved the figures and also ma-
pressed by a coalition of Western armies, warlords ruled. and nipulated; Jinping. fourth son. played S ih li (four-stringed in-
tamine, epidemics and civil breakdown was rife. In this situ- struinent) and performed painted-face characters: and the
ation, traditional shadow companies, who had been depen- youngest son, Jinan, wrote the plays. In the early 1930s. Jinda
dent on popular patronage, lost their livlihood, since uprooted (the master puppet designer) was commissioned to make a
villagers and poverty stricken townspeople had no cash to set of figures for Pauline Benton, which she brought back
spare for entertainment. By the time Laufer came along, many home to use with her company, the Red Gate Players. These
of the troupes were so destitute they'd sell their stocks of fig- figures are considerably larger than the typical Luanchou fig-
ures to foreign collectors for whatever sum they could get. ure (15-18 inches tall as opposed to 8- 12 inches). They sur-

In 1911, the last Emperor abdicated, bringing 4000 years vive today in collections at the University of Minnesota and
of dynastic rule to an inglori- with Chinese Theatre Works.
ous end. After some more years The period of time when
of chaos and turmoil, a repub- Marsh, Benton, and Wimsatt
lic was declared and a brief pe- 1 were visiting China was soon
riod of relative stability fol - · 0- after the death of Dr. Sun Yat
lowed. During this transitional Sen, the recognized father of
period, China sought to assimi- the Chinese Republic. Civil
late outside political, social and : ;d>j~
artistic influences. New tech- . . , 1:4- 4 1h , 1
nologies such as film (known as "3" * " *'.7,~ -14.
electric shadows" in Chinese ) ,

L

began to be seen in the big cit- ,+ 41. t - 444. - - Shadow figures from 1950's
ies, and to compete directly revolutionary shadow plays. One
with the traditional shadow . ,

-1 v figure, a young Red Army captain,

MA!~k the other, a Japanese soldier.
to these changing circuni- dI Courtesy of Simon Wong,
stances. They replaced the old, ~ A*~Jy/' I~llUI~~ Ming Ri Theatre, Hong Kong.
sooty oil lamps with electric 0.*'f ,.*mil.
light bulbs. which meant that
the color of their parchment fig-
ures could be seen much more vividly. They began using mod- war had broken out again, this time between the Left and
ern dyes to stain the hide and made other technical improve- Right wing parties. The rightist Koumingtang, under Gen-
ments to their craft. They also introduced new repertoire and eral Chiang Kai Chek. battled the Communists, who, inspired
designed new figures that represented the realities of the by the successes of the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, sought
modern urban streets: rickshaws, bicyclists, motor cars, for- to foment similar revoIts in China's newly industrialized
eign types and regional caricatures, vendors hawking every coastal cities. Both sides battled each other and the warlords.
conceivable item or service. During this time, the Lu Family while Western interests played the many factions off one other.
Shadow Troupe managed to prosper. Fuyuen passed the com- and the Japanese stepped into the power vacuum to occupy
party onto his son, Yuefong. who renamed it the Der Shuen the northeastern province of Manchuria. This turned out to
Shadow theatre. He had five sons, all of whom were active in be a prelude for a full scale invasion. which marked the first
the company (the three daughters were forbidden by trudi- round of the global carnage known as World War 11. The
tion). They followed an old saying, "E zhuan, san huei, ba Koumingtang and the Communists called a truce so that they
rung"- a puppeteer needs otie strong mastery, three strong could unite in battlingthe Japanese. During the invasion and
skills, plus be able to handle eight di fferent backstage jobs. war, the Lu family continued to perform. though under ex-
So they each took charge of a specific aspect of production tremely di flicult circumstances. The Japanese were actually
and/or character role. Yuefong managed the company, played very appreciative of the traditional repertoire and Yuefon was
percussion and did female voices: Eldest son, Jinquei, played even invited to bring the troupe to Japan. However. he re-
sanxien (a three-stringed instrument) and performed the clown fused to collaborate. so in response they kidnapped the two

eldest sons, Jinquai and Jintong. While on their way to Japan.

r..
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the two brothers managed to escape, though they injured them- began to slip in the mid 196(}s he unleashed cadres of radical
selves jumping from a moving train. World War 11 had hardly young Red guards to terrorize political opponents and upi oot
sputtered to an end when the civil war between the anything smacking of pre-Communist or foreign influence.
Kuomingtang and the Communists was reignited. A Com- The results were uniformly disastrous. Almost all serious in-
munist military victory in 1948 led totheexileof Chang Kai tellectual and artistic activity ceased for its ten year duration.
Chek's Koumingtang to the island of Taiwan, where they Chinese theater companies were restricted to presenting eight
formed an American-supported counter-government, which new plays that had been officially sanctioned by Mao The
is the source of much regional friction to this day. The new Tung's wife. Every other play was banned as counterrevolu-
Communist regime altered the entire social ecology of the tionary or purveying superstition and "old thinking.' The Lu
country. Since belief in God was proscribed, shadow theatre family. too. suffered greatly during this period. They ceased
performances at temples in honor of the deities' birthdays performing altogether and the company scattered.
became taboo. Instead, the Communists used shadow troupes Mao's death brought an end to this tumultuous period.
to propagate their new social and political order, just as the and eventually the Central Party asserted its authority and
Soviets used Petrushka and other folk theatre forms to spread disbanded the Red Guard cadres. The cultural groups that
messages to the illiterate peasants in the countryside. Using had lain dormant began to re-establish themselves. The Lu
their traditional techniques, shadow artists created figures rep- family also began to perform again. However. the ten years
resenting the new generation of revolutionary heroes and vil- of chaos had serious repercussions for their work. Connec-
lains. Some of the old style family troupes were given status tions between traditional patterns of culture had been sev-
as big national professional companies, with large artistic and ered and a whole generation of young people had grown up
administrative staffs, training and support facilitites. The rep- forcibly alienated from these older cultural forms. So the Lu
ertoire also changed to suit the new social conditions. In ad- family had to struggle to rebuild their shattered audiences.
dition to all the usual classical material. performances now The government once more stepped in. hoping to repair some
included simple animal fables, creating shows specifically ofthe damage of the previous decade's iconoclasm. Like other
for children and young audiences. shadow companies at the time, they began adapting to a large

The Der Ruen Ho troupe of Hunan Province, pioneered screen format, using a fifteen foot wide screen- a style of
this new direction by creating shows such as Crane and Turtle . staging that had been pioneered in the 19505< as a means of
Their success (and the lack of copyright law in China) in- playing to larger urban audiences. The size of the figures
sured that in short time every shadow company in China in- doubled to almost three feet tall. Later they realized that such
cluded this piece in their repertoire. Yuefon and his sons sup- huge figures were clumsy to manipulate, and they scaled them
ported the new regime's cultural activities by creating propa- down to about two feet. The light source was also changed-
ganda shows touting specific government programs, such as instead of a single incandescent light bulb- the puppeteers
the "National Patriotic and Sanitation Movement." or tips on used banks of up to 12 four foot fluorescent bulbs, which
how to become a good work collective. They did shows about bathed the wide screen in a bright, even light. The figures
international events ( an anti -American shadow show. The had additional rods attached to the feet . giving them more
Worries of Ike, dealt with the explosive situation in Korea). realistic articulation . The design of the figures changed. too .
Later, they did shows about Cuba during the Cuban Missile They were now painted on clear plastic in garish, translucent
Crisis. Given any subject matter, the five brothers could cre- colors (rather than carved and delicately perforated animal
ate a new show overnight and perform for audiences the next skin) in a style modeled after that of cartoon animation.
day. During the Korean War. Yuefong had the five sons go to The Xuen Wu Shadow Company continued to operate
the front to do shows. They performed in the tunnels that during the 80s and 9()s. But as the Central Government be-
were dug beneath the DMZ. When they came back, the Com- gan to drastically cut back artistic subsidies, they had to seek
munist party rewarded their service by making their com- new ways to finance their work and develop audiences. The
pany a nationally sponsored troupe. It was renamed the "Xuen company's management was taken over by a large commer-
Wu Shadow Company" (Xuen Wu was the name of their cial entertainment group that has been given a monopoly to
County), though other shadow artists still knew them as the run all the small theatres and cultural groups which the local
"Lujianban." the Lu Family Shadow Troupe. As an officially city government no longer wanted to support. While the man-
sponsored company. they received government subsidies for agement group covers about sixty percent of the shadow
all production expenses, administration and artist salaries. company's expenses. the other forty percent must come from

Support from the central government, though, while box office receipts and touring revenues. Most of their per-
giving the troupe a degree of stability, came with strings at- formances are for children and foreigners at the new China
tached. This was most sharply illustrated during the calami- Puppet Art Complex, or in their own theatre space inside the
tous period known as the Cultural Revolution. As Mao's power
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Beijing antique district. As China Japan. Last year they won the first Na-
cobbles together a new market tioiial Golden Lion Competition Award
economy, though. it has become in- for the best shadow performances.
creasingly difficult for them to make One reaKon for the Tangshen
ends meet. Our informant, Hai Lu, re- troupe'A success is their flexibility in cre-
tired a few years ago from directing ating productions for all types of ven-

the Xuen Wu troupe. He was invited ues and audiences. Depending on the
to Liaoning Province in the north- situation, they can do shows with any-

east. where he works in the local where from five to sixteen performers.
cultural center. While his own They have adapted the large screen/large

son knows how to carve figures and has figure format which allowed them to
some basic performance skills, these play for audiences of up to 5000 people
are not up to the artistic level of pro- in countryside villages. They tailor their
ceeding generations. So. with an eye to material to suit audiences' tastes. When
the future, Mr. Lu's interest is in edu- playing in villages, they use all the tra-
eating young people iii shadow theatre ditional songs and recitative. but when
technique and also exhibiting his large playing the same material for urban or
collection of shadow figures. In this foreign audiences unfamiliar with the
way, he A insuring that the accumulated traditional style, they would eliminate
experience of generations of puppeteers the singing and just use dialogue. They
gets passed down to younger artists. are also adding English language plays

Other contemporary shadow to attract international audiences.
4 companies have followed similar tra- Adapting the traditional repertoire

-_4 jectories as the Xuen Wu Shadow for contemporary audiences. adding rep-
v~ Company. We talked to Jianguang ertoire for children, exploiting modern

y Da. who is a co-director of the teehnical innovations and management
Tangshan Shadow Play Theatre practices has given new, dynamic life to

in Hebei Province. Tangshan has many of the established shadow com-
historically been a center for panies. Another popular strategy used by
shadow theatre, and their company companies struggling to find a base of

is based solidly on this 60()-year-old support for their work, has been to fo-
tradition. Mr. Da started learning from cus on tourist productions. The Liao Nan
puppet master Yunghen Qi. Their re- Shadow Company based in Anshang

lationship was not just master/student. City in Liaoning Province is a good ex-
but almost father/son. Like the Lu fam- ample of this approach. The company
ily company, the Tangshan troupe was director. Liming Liang, learned the craft
also unable to perform during the Cul- from Hai Lu. They have their own the-
tural Revolution. They didn't disperse, atre as part of the Qianshan Community
however. so when performances were Cultural Center, but their troupe of nine
once more allowed. they were able to or ten also performs in local villages and
reconstitute the troupe very quickly. schools. In addition to traditional reper-
Unlike the traditional family-run small toire. they do a lot of propaganda shows
companies of the past. the Tangshan dealing with such subjects as drug abuse
troupe is quite large, consisting of al- and agricultural practices. One such
most fifty members . With the generous show. Monkey King Fights the Lad¥
and stable government support, the Drug Pit.,her, received a provincial
troupe could support its members com- award. However. despite their solid
fortably. But. even when in recent years reputation. the company has had trouble
the government began cutting back sub- maintaining itself. They have trained
sidies, they were able to support them- three groups of shadow perfoii-ners.
solves through their touring activities. mostly teenagers. But each time the
still performing over 40() shows per training process is complete. the young
year- about halfof them in Taiwan and performers leave because the salaries are
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too low. To keep the company on track, cy, since they do not have formal diplo- ern management and administrative
Mr. Liang has had to invest a lot of his matic relationships with other countries. techniques necessary to survive in a mar-
own money into the company Cover Chinese shadow theatre has always ketplace economy without government
$100,000).The company is now trying been deeply rooted in the cultural fabric support. The China Guandong Puppet
to establish itself as a hook for the local of the nation, a fact which has enabled Troupe, under the direction of Yu Chao
tourist industry. Last year, they had it to survive all sorts of political and so- Li, has since taken a leading role in or-

planned to host a large international cial upheavals. A contributing factor to ganizing UNIMA-China. Recently.
shadow theatre festival which was to in- the shadow theatre's survival has been Wong and Li have been campaigning to
clude five or six international compa- the interest of outside scholars and art- get Chinese shadow theatre officially
nies, an equal number of national com- ists. The quotes al the beginning of this recognized by the United Nations as a
panies and ten local companies. article from Laufer, Marsh and Wimsatt World Cultural Treasure. Such a desig-

Unfortunately, the SARS epidemic reflect that profound interest, as does the nation would greatly increase the art
squelched their plans. This year, they whole of Pauline Benton's career with form's status within Chinese government

plan a shadow exhibition with figures the Red Gate Players. Benton's work circles, and in the eyes of the rest of the
from ten provinces. In Taiwan, a differ- provided inspiration for others, such as world. Wong's work completes the circle

ent cultural pattern developed which re- Jo Humphrey- founder of the Yueh Lung of influence that began with Western ad-
flected a very different constellation of Shadow Theatre (later known as the mirers of the art form such as Benton
political and social forces. Relatively Gold Mountain Institute for Traditional and Humphrey, and has ended back in
free of government interference, the Shadow Theatre and now as Chinese China helping to reinvigorate active
older forms of shadow puppetry mari- Theatre Works)- to make the preserva- shadow companies there. While schol-
aged to maintain themselves with a de- lion of the artform a lifelong occupation. ars and purists may argue about the de-
gree of purity. Five traditional shadow Humphrey had been working at the cline of shadow theatre in today's con-

troupes, originally from the Mainland American Museum of Natural History, temporary cultural environment. their

provinces ofGuandung or Fujian, settled cataloging and cleaning figures of the dire prognostications underestimate the
in Kaohsiung County in the southern Laufer collection. During the Cultural ability of traditional artforms to adapt
part of the island. Each o f these compa- Revolution, when shadow theatre once to changing conditions and move in new
nies is a family run operation with up to more seemed to teeter on the verge of directions. This, and the commitment of

three manipulators and from three to extinction, she began creating perfor- China's shadow artists to transmit their
seven musicians. They typically present mances, using copies of the Laufer fig- knowledge and skills to the next gen-

twenty to forty performances a year. The ures that she cut herself. Later, when half eration, make it likely that the shadow
Tung-hua Shadow Theatre, directed by of Pauline Benton's extensive collection theatre will continue to flourish.
Fukuo Chang, is typical of these Taiwan- of shadow figures was given to GMI,
ese troupes. The company has been in she spent years exhaustively cleaning
existence for over 200 years and has in and refurbishing these figures . Stephen Kaplin and Kuang- Yu Fong
its repertoire 500 traditional plays. They Humphrey always felt that her direct Chinese Theatre Works. Kap/in
perform at temples for festivals and dei - work was that of a caretaker, and it had A a /s„ a member of Great Small
ties ' birthdays , for weddings , private to be eventually returned to the Chinese Works, and Fong ts on the Board of
functions , theatres and schools . Still , people . Her work has influenced and Directors for UNIMA- USA.
they had to make allowances for con- been an inspiration to a younger gen-
temporary conditions. In the 1950s and eration of Chinese artists. In the mid
1960s they increased the size of their 1990s, a young theatre director from
figures from about one foot to around Hong Kong, Simon Wong, came to New
two feet in order to acconiodate larger York City to study Chinese shadow tech- 44%111#IM

audiences. Mr. Chang also developed a nique with GMI. He brought this knowl-
technique of using multiple incandescent edge back to Hong Kong and applied it Amp- Ak
bulbs to illuminate the larger screen sur- to his own company, the Ming-Ri The-
face. To help support these companies, atre. Later, when Hong Kong was re-
the Taiwanese government established turned to Mainland government control,
a shadow theatre museum in the Wong began tocollaboratewith Chinese
Kaohshiung County Cultural Center. puppeteers in neighboring Guanzho
Also, the Taiwanese government often Province. where he has become a major
helps subsidize companies touring conduit of information for the Chinese
abroad as a means of backdoordiplonia- troupes who are trying to learn the mod-
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A SMALL TROUPE THRIVES IN Russia has been known for its mari-
onette groups since the 17th century.in

POST-SOVIET ST. PETERSBURG Saint Petersburg, Peter the Great regu-
larly hosted Italian, German, and French
puppeteers at his court and for his per-

TEXT & PHOTOGRAPHY BY SAMUEL WOOTEN sonal entertainment.
Today, Saint Petersburg is still

home to the best puppet theater school
in Russia. It offers a five-year program
and is known for its world-class, inno-
vative puppeteers.

Amongst the best groups is the
Puppet House Theater, founded in 1992
by a trio of artists with immense talent.
creative and poetic motivation. The di-
rector, Alexander Maximychev, the set
designer, Tania Melnikova and the ac-
tress. Elina Ageeva are all artists in their
own fields. Their repertoire, in this mu-
sical miniature genre, makes use of clas-
sical music and literature which are
vivid in form and symbolic in content.
Four such pieces are the core of their
repertoire: Cinderella, Thumbelina,
Sleeping Beauty, and Carnival. The
group has already received two Golden
Mask awards- the highest national the-
ater distinction- and has been nomi-
nated again for April 2004.

The Puppet House works out of a
small flat in the Vassilievski neighbor-
hood of Saint Petersburg. Wooden
frames, wires, open trunks, feathers,
fabrics, masks, and puppets in every
stage of evolution decorate almost ev-
ery inch of the rooms. In the efficiently
used space, the artists create and bring
to life the outstanding puppets they have
managed to present around the world
(they just returned from a tour in Aus-
tralia). At a table under a low ceiling
surrounded by bookshelves, art objects
and awards, Alexander, Tania, and 1
speak about their work over a glass of
vodka. "A characteristic of our work is
that we do everything ourselves. First.
we develop an idea for a show, make
drawings, then gather materials wher-
ever we can and only as a last step go
on to create the puppets themselves."

#'i.4 . f>4 5% PSt S I
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In the three performances I attend
in Moscow and Saint Petersburg, the
engineering and decoration of the pup-
pets and sets by Tania is genre defy-
ing, but so are the infinite details in the
movements, emotions and life Elina
brings to them so gracefully.

TROUPE IN ST. PETERSBURG

Elina. who often chants. sings,
acts and dialogues with her puppets,
and usually pulls all the strings alone,
brings unusual- and often comic-
twists to traditional tales : in Cinderella,
the wicked sister getting dressed for the
ball appears as a Carmen Miranda look-
alike with peachy round breasts, pro-
vocatively accentuated by Elinal ex-
perienced hands. -4

Further along. unable to find
Cinderella, the bored Prince interviews ./
potential wives from difterent parts of
the world: a Japanese geisha with flow-
ing pink gowns flies around him but scares him off with her makes dangerous back-breaking moves on the edge of an
huge black block shoes; the Persian belly dancer hypnotizes amphora; the wrestlers fight with gigantic penises: the lyre-
him but when the cobra on her head comes to life and stares bodied melancholic poet unravels a long white shroud re-
him down, he runs away. The most successful candidate, how- veaiing a beautiful female figure made of wire.
ever. is the local Russian beauty who entices him to dance to In the finale of the play, which wallows in the roman-
traditional folkloric tunes. He is almost won over until the bride- tic mood created by the musical score of famous St. Peters-
to-be does a 180 degree vertical tlip and turns into a typical burg musician Rogalev, the archaeologists find the tomb of
Russian balalaika-playing bear. ... an actor with his favorite puppet. It comes to life. but the

In Sleeping Beauty. Beauty ' s body itself is " assembled " "human " is dead . Hesitating between freedom and remain -
through the gifts ofthe four fair ics. Each offers a different body ing with the master, the puppet chooses eternity with its
part: the bust, a body of beauty in which a lovely heart will creator.
beat: the head, this beautiful, bright head, intelligent and fair. "Art will always live on," says Tania. "and that is
with eyes like stars. In the same tale, the Princess's suitors are the point."
presented on a spinning table: the snotty Frenchman. the Botero- Thanks to Elina's expert string-pulling and expressive
like greedy German. the blood-thirsty Knight and the Oriental hands, all of the figures have a life of their own that has the
Pasha in search of a gem for his harem are all turned down. spectators entranced for the 60-minute shows. As Tania says,

When I ask whether the work is meant for children or "The puppet is only alive when it moves."
adults. Tania answers: "The essential for us is that the work be After this year's Golden Mask Awards in Moscow in
beautiful and it doesn't matter whether a child or an adult is April, the Puppet House is considering touring the United
looking. The texts require almost no translation and, thanks to States. Would anyone be able to help in the process?
the imagery and expressiveness ofthe perforinance. are under-
standable and interesting for both children and adults. lt's pup- PUPPET HOUSE THEATER
pet pantomime. For us, movement and bringing life to the pup- Alexander Maximychev, director
pets is essential. And then if the artist is good. the spectators Elina Ageeva, actress
will forget him/her." Tatiana, Melnil<ova, set designer

Vasily Ivanov, general manager
In a more recent piece , Faun 's Dream. the mastery and

poetic finesse of the Puppet House's work is spell binding. vassili@mail.wplus.net
Themselves "inside" the play, Elina and an assistant portray
archaeologists who stumble upon an unexpected treasure : an- -Samue/ Wooten is a photographer living in San Francisco.

cient puppets. Layer upon layer of them are gently coaxed back
to life by a flute-playing faun: the enticing Balinese dancer
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21 ST CENTURY
PUNCH
KONRAD FREDERICKS

I am a professional street Punch showman. I work mainly whom do not speak English, and often with a very high
in Covent Garden and South Bank, London, and princi- level of ambient sound. I do not use amplification.
pal cities within a two hour drive of the city. 1 am not paid Punch speaks a secret language understood by all. He
a fee for this work. I rely on a collection taken during the is able to pronounce almost any word and conduct a
show by my bottler (collector) and outside man. Ian Carter. conversation. Punch is also a very good singer.
I also perform internationally at a wide variety of venues:
under contract and busking. 1 am the only showman in Each working day I give approximately six presenta-
Britain performing Punch on the street for a living, and lions, or three and a half. to four hours work. Perfor-
one of the few professional traditional street puppeteers mance times vary between fifteen and fifty minutes,
in the world. depending on many factors. I pay my assistant thirty

percent of the bottle after our expenses. The role of the
The play consists of comic and tragic episodes: events outside man and bottler is crucial to the success of the
that happen to Punch on the road. The play is not text- show. He provides security and collects money. This is
based. 1 perform in London to large crowds. many of a very di fficult job.
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I first saw a Punch and Judy show as a child, on a beach A very important element in achieving the "univer-
in the South of England. My show grows from that ex- sal" is reflection (of the crowd). 1 have to step away
perience. 1 tune my swazzle to the sound 1 remember from my "self "- no opinions, age, gender, no poli-
from that day. It was a professional show and everyone ties: Punch belongs to everyone. The old showmen
was expected to pay. (This show was performed by Frank referred to themselves as "Punch workers," not pup-
Edmonds.) peteers. They referred to Punch as a doll, or figure,

not a puppet anc! I believe this is correct. We work the
In 1969,1 was able to buy a set of figures made by Fred Punch; the audience and Punch create the drama.
Tickner. I still use them today. Throughout a lifetime in Gradually. in this reflective process. archetypes de-
the professional theatre as a performer, technician and velop subconciously and it feels as if the show runs
designer, 1 would perform Punch when there was no itself. Over a long period. one's brain becomes a store
other theatre work, always at paid venues, usually of seemingly limitless "business" and repartee. to be
children's parties, never in the street. This was easy work; used over and over again, often at great speed, always
Punch is very strong, and all English people know and in a new way and always with one aim: to give each
love him. I developed a friendly family puppet show. individual a dramatic experience deep enough to jus-

tify asking them for money.
In 1994,1 became a full-time street showman. I discov-
ered that there is a fundamental difference between a Aristotle said in his Poetics that for a tragedy to soc -
paid children's birthday party and earning a day's wages ceed, the emotions "pity and fear" are essential. This
(for two men) in the street. 1 have heard it said that "a has been my direct experience. 1 would add that for a
Punch show is an excuse to ask people for money"- comic-tragedy, hunger and love also seem to be es-
absolutely correct! London is a hard city, and people do sential emotions for a successful street show. By suc-
not visit the city centre to give me money. l have to take cessful I mean, of course. a show that makes money.
it from them. A street show must have a hard edge and a
dark side to succeed with a sophisticated crowd. 1 do 1 would say that a Punch is authentic if it earns the
not present a children's "Punch and Judy show." Why? showman a living wage, in the centre of the city, where
Because children do not carry money' the human soup is at its thickest and richest; clean

money, most of it freely given, in exchange for a
London i% the most cosmopolitan city in the world. glimpse iii the niin-or.
Thirty-three million people pass through Covent Gar-
den each year. I am, therefore, very experienced at en- As for the future- the House of Punch is very
gaging large audiences of all ages and nationalities. Over old. By comparison, the not,lest of
thousands of performances, under the harsh conditions the noble barely hold their
of the street, 1 have been forced to develop communica- heads above the common -~~ ~
tion techniques and "tricks" unique to this profession crowd and that is why Punch
and of ancient origin. 1 have to create a drama that is will never die: he's too old.
universal, or, archetypal.

THE LAST SREET PUNCH IN LONDON?
BY ROLANDE DUPREY

Through all the reality shows, the celebrity tell-alls, the true-life stories with which our culture is beset, we
still hunger for that which is authentic . Genuine folk and traditional art forms resonate in our own times by
virtue of popular demand. cultural need, and a strong sense of this elusive authenticity.

Among the ancient forms of folk theatre, the Punch and Judy show still survives. Why is it still so popular?
Why does the/brm still resonate as it did centuries ago'? How has Punch survived? Perhaps part of the answer
lies in the way it is presented.
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PUNCH PERFORMERS»f
have consistently revised the plays as a response to theirj' \ Like other street entertainers, Mr. Fredericks tries his best
times. Each performer. in remembering the shows of their > not to limit the audience appeal. He has played in all kinds
predecessors, and adding their own spin, sends the pia>c$~«.< of weather, for all kinds of people. Assiduously watching
into the future by performing it for other would-be Punch the faces of the audience, he plays to the crowd, who pay
men. it is a centuries old refining process. Old drawings the bottler during the show.
and prints show Punch's puppet booth surrounded by
people of all ages and classes. Presented at markets and Most street entertainment. even in Covent Garden, is ille-
town squares, or on feast days, when there were sure to be gal. Police and city officials have simply tolerated them.
people about, this was a street show. Street entertainers claim their "pitch," sometimes amidst

much conflict. At first, Mr. Fredericks received a permit to
The play's character-driven scenarios, unique for each per- perform from the management of Covent Garden. But. one
former, have a form that allows a wide scope for interpreta- day, a patron complained that he was asking for money from
tion and improvisation. Slapstick, wordplay, and interaction the audiences! When he refused to stop. the management
with the audience help give the plays their unique flavor. revoked his permit. He, in turn, moved his pitch to another
Most Punch and Judy shows retain this basic entertainment spot in the square that was just outside the management's
value. They owe their existence to the street entertainers of jurisdiction.
the past. A street show was the crucible that formed Punch.
in order to survive, an entertainer proved and perfected his Until recently, the primary threat to this small arena has not
show over thousands of performances. been a legal one, but something far more insidious. Large,

noisy, crowd-collecting rides were paying the rent for well-
In Britain, Punch is most often remembered fondly asa sum- positioned spaces. Musical groups with amplified sound dis-
mertime seaside entertainment: "There are probably no more turbed the show. Though his show is more action-oriented
than a dozen resorts left with a resident Punch show on the than text-based, the noise disrupted his audiences nonethe-
beach. promenade or pier," is the complaint registered on less. (Fredericks does not use any amplifier. His swazzling
the website punchandjudy.com. in Henry Mayhew's inter- cuts through normal street sounds quite well.)
view of a Punch and Judy man in London Labour and the
Lcmdcm poor. published in 1851 , he describes a performer Another unfortunate repercussion of out- modern culture is
who is one step above a beggar, working the crowds at fairs that the tradition of paying street entertainers is being lost.
and on the street, and at the beach in summer. At that time, Perhaps people assume that someone else is sponsoring the
Punch performers made their living at beaches, markets, performers. Or. they disbelieve the authenticity of the pro-
squares and fairgrounds all over the country. In this age of duction. Patrons- particularly Americans- often come up to
media entertainment, the living Punch and Judy "Professors" the bottler asking him, "How's it done?" Mr. Carter will con-
still ply their trade. They have refined their scenarios so as fuss (with a straight face) that it's all remote control- the
to be able to perform in schools. Venues such as shopping dolls are operated by a little button in his pocket!
mails. libraries and sponsored special events will often hire
a Punch and Judy show. Covent Garden's unique street-fair ambiance. having roots

in the ancient markets and fairgrounds, is also threatened by
Inspired by Mayhew's interview. I sought out Konrad it's own fame. So many tourists flock to the square that pan-
Fredericks, who performs the only street Punch in London handlers and pickpockets have also targeted it. Shop own-
(in Corent Garden and elsewhere). Covent Garden was the ers on James Street complained that people couldn't make it
first documented place where the show was performed. A inside their doors. This past December (2003). the police
plague commemorates the 1662 event. noted by diarist began to crack down on everybody, no matter who they were
Samuel Pepys. or what they did, including Punch. Mr. Fredericks went di-

rectly to the superintendent of police for the community and
A unique feature of Konrad Fredericks's London show is asked what could be done. "You've been swept up in the
that it i not subsidized by any organization. The money Mi-. net," the superintendent conceded. Most recently, when Mr.
Fredericks earns comes directly from the audience. Since Fredericks appealed to the officials at Covent Garden. he
he and his bottler have been able to make their living en- was told that they may be charging street entertainers twenty-
tirely from the street show. he stands apart from other Punch five to thirty pounds a day to work their pitch.
and J udy performers.
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So. though nowhere else is there quite such an affable and On this bright and sunny day in April. no mother denied their
profitable pitch as Covent Garden. Mr. Fredericks has been child the chance to see Punch and Judy. indeed, one mother
on the look-out for other venues- something quieter, with told me it was the best show they'd seen. On the balcony of
good pedestrian traffic. On a day in April 2003, I accompa- the Royal National Theatre, people gathered and watched.
nied him to South Bank. There, on the sidewalk in front of But someone inside did not like the fact that a street Punch
the Royal National Theatre, Mr. Fredericks set up his Punch was upstaging the RNT, even though there was nothing go-
and Judy booth. He did the show gratis both to "test the wa- ing on inside. Someone sent a security guard to get Mr. Punch
ters" and to allow me to document the event on videotape. off the premises.

People recognized the booth and stopped. and decided to He came up shyly, almost apologetic. saying that his bosses
wait. As it was a warm. sunny day, there were a variety of did not want Punch and Judy performed on their property.
different people coming by. There were young mothers with Mr. Fredericks refused to fold his theatre until he could face
tots in strollers, a few tourists, students, and many working his accusers, and answer their criticism. He went off with the
people taking their lunch by the river. The show began, and guard while I stood watch over the booth.
more and more people were attracted to it. Some slowed
down from a fast walk to stop and laugh at Mr. Punch's an- Mr. Fredericks came back a few minutes later, with a grin as
ties. Some stopped, then sat on the pavement, fully engaged. wide as Punch's. It seemed that the National was out of line
Most were adults. asking him to move. In celebration. he did another show.

knowing that this particular spot was safe, and perhaps a good
Mr. Fredericks knows London and its history well enough location for the future.
to understand the culture of the place and its changing pop„-
lace. But, when the audience is assembled. they don't care While actors aspire to play Hamlet, few want to learn Punch.
about history or culture orthe right color and shape of Punch's Most Punch and Judy "Professors" can make a good living
hat. or what type of hanging the executioner exhibits. from sponsored events, and don't need to do street work.
(Fredericks bases his version of the hanging on those done Needing to answer to sponsors. though, somehow goes against
before 1820.) After all, this is not a symposium on "The Au- the character of the anarchistic Punch. and his undeniably
thentic Punch of Eighteenth Century London." This is a show. authentic' soul.
It is entertaining. It works. 1

Both because of the difficulty of finding a good pitch (and
lower revenues), Mr. Fredericks has taken his show abroad. :1:;1<4<:1<:Mt*#*M#*4*4<:B:1<4:1<*:B:8**:1<:1<:1<:1<4<;1<4<:!::1<4:4:*:1:4<DI:*:1::1:4<4::!<*:1:*:1<#:1:4:4<*:~:

performing in festivals throughout Europe and Asia. One Mv interview with Konrad Fredericks was videotaped, as was
doesn ' t need to understand English in order to enjoy the show. the day on South Bank. This documentation is in the posses-
The vis ,ial , action -based routines have been tested over and sion of M,  Fredericks as his sole property. It will not be re -
over again. Each show is a new event, a response to a new Leased without his wishes. -RP
audience. Because of this, he does not allow audience mem-
bers to videotape the show. When someone turns on a video
camera, Mr. Punch ducks and calls out to the bottler to stop
the camera. Sometimes the crowd forces the cameraman to Glossary:
shut it off! -A bottle, is the person who collects the money from the crowd.

Originally. he carried a bottle-shaped leather pouch. shaped so~a~~

This arousal of the audience has led to many run-ins with to prevent thieves from stealing the money. /\ 1
police throughout the hist6ry of Punch. It is not that Punch /

-Apix·/t refers to the part of the area that is the street performer's 1
incites violence, but some people have had intense reactions. territory.
to the show. The most modern twist on this theme is that ot
parents wishing to protect children from the violence in the -The suy,zzle is a small device placed in tneirhouth and used@ w, L
play. Many Punch and Judy men have therefore developed change the voice. The Briti,;h recogni,e the unique sound of f 1 )' i
shows that censor or tone down the slapstick violence. The Punch'x voice as much as the look of the booth and the pitppet. Al
advantage of a street Punch is that the audience has a choice # e.« --4

to watch it or not . 4-, " ,-,,1~=12'ir11 =fl.
,Ifl · I
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WAYANG ARJA:
A story of Survival an[1 Change b

BY I NYOMAN SEDANA, PH.D

f

The story of Wayang Arja is emblem- lowing its surprising debut. Wa-vang Aija Through my research , which began in
atic of a very distinct artistic genre be- developed little, and was employed by 1986,1 discovered the artistic elements
coming moribund, only to be brought few dalangs. and performance methods which hin-
back from the brink through the efforts dered the development of Warang Aria
of a few interested practitioners. What After a decade. the genre was in serious Here are a few of the primary causes of
makes this a good subject for study is decline, and the Indonesian State Col- the form's decline:
that the entire cycle of birth to death to lege of Arts in Denpasar allowed seven
rebirth took only about 20 years. students to learn Wayang Arja as an in- -U/ayangA,jauses stock characters: The

dependent study. This was in 1987/88 . characters are based on the genre of Ada
Wayang Arja (essentially puppet opera ) and 1 was one of those students . After instead of a play or narrative . Present-
integrates the aesthetic elements of the studying with the creator of Wayang ing the quintessence of a character type
wayang puppets and the Arja "opera"- Aria, dalangIMade Sidja. forabout five is more important than presenting the
a hurnan dance -drarna . Wayang Arja months , we pei-formed on campus before dramatic character him/herself. In other
was first performed in 1976 in Gianyar some faculty members, withoutapublic words, epitomizing a character of a
Palace. The late mask-dancer and da- audience. That was the first time Way- prince (mantri) is more important than
lang Ketut Rindha originally proposed ang Arja had been performed by a stu- presenting a dramatic character of. for
the creation of Wayang Arja, but the dent dalang , namely, myself, accompa- instance. Ferdinand or Hamlet. As a slow
work was performed by his student , nied musically by the six other students . form of storytelling, Wayang Arja eas-
dalang Made Sidja. Through a number of intensive rehears- ily bored the contemporary audience, es-

als, I eventually mastered the artistic pecially children.
The establishment of Wayang Aria methods and began to feel confident iii
Shadow Puppet in 1976 was cheerfully performing Wayang Arja, whether for a -Singing the voices for all characters
applauded by local community and gov- final project on campus. for a ceremo- while manipulating puppets and cueing
erninent. especially the local Bali Pup- nial show in a village temple, or forsecu- musicians for more than two hours is
petry Foundation andthe Cultural Con- lar shows. such as the Bali Arts Festival quiteexhausting forasingle dalang . Un-
sultation and Development Council Fol- and the 5()th Indonesia Anniversary. like performing Wtoying Pant'a, which
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depends more on spoken dialogues and dramatic plot and, finally, creating
less on singing , Warang Arja gives no a dozen decorative and animal
time for the dalang to rest his voice. puppets and reconfiguring some

of them to be more expressive 14~4
-The dance drama form was more in-
teresting than the puppet form. While Although the duration of thi
the Wavang Aria simply features black Wayang Aria was reduced, the
silhouettes, the dance drama form tea- extent, depth, and source of the &*** 0,
tures a great variety of interesting au- story remained the same, based
dio and visual imagery. on the Malat or Panji cycles.

-Once the tembang is sung to convey a In 1991. Nyonian Candri of
dialogue, say, between a prince and a Singapadu village began to
princess, the punakawan (courtier) has perform Wayang Arja. As the ./
to translate, interpret, and comment on third winner in the 1980 11 /
each line in the appropriate context and Women Wayang Parwa Com-
linguistic social level while maintain- petition, Candri is better
ing the distinctive manner ofspeech and known asa refined dancer
diction ofeach character. The dilhculty and Aria dance-drama in-
lies here: After providing a translation structor through her affilia-
with a punakawan puppet , a dalang tion with the National Radio
tends to forget the continuing melody Station in Denpasan There-
of the next line. fore, she certainly was a

great asset to Wayang Arja.
After about a decade , Wayang Arja w 'as
not being performed . and the fans be- After carving the lf«vang Arja puppets For the sake of artistic innovation and
gan to forget it. in 1986, the Govern- for Candri and having been inspired by experimentation. campus students were
ment of Bali put the puppets in the Bali her performance, the well known da- supported in their desire to shorten the
Museum, Denpasar. That seemed to be lang I Wayan Wija also revived. modi- show from more than three hours to only
the death of the 11/tivang A/ja show. fied, and performed H*owng Ada. He 45 minutes, a practice that would have

first performed this genre in August been strongly frowned upon in a village.
Wayang Arja integrates highly devel - of 1994, at the Pura Desa village In cooperation with Bali TV. the winner
oped music, dance, and drama. Amazed temple. enacting a story derived from of the competition now presents a quite
by the rich artistic components which Panji cycle . different version of Wayang Arja
form the structure of Wayang Arju, 1 Shadow Theatre in a weekly broadcast ,
began to learn , and had ideas of how to After holding the 1995 Wayang Cupak often less than 20 minutes long, and us-
modify it. In 1988, under the supervi- Competition, the Bali Cultural Coun- ing only two to tive characters. On cam-
sion of 1 Made Sidja and my academic cil held the 1996 Wayang Arja Com- pus , however, the current students are
advisors, 1 performed a revised 45- petition (December 4 - 29). They then 54till taught the original version of more
minute version of Wayang Arja authorized each of the nine regions to than three hours , because each student

establish a Wayang Arja company to first needs to master the rich , rigorous
The main difference iii my short perfor- compete in the all-Bali puppetry artistic concept and the fastidious meth-
mance was to move Wayang Arja more competition . ods which are integrated in this genre .
toward the shadow puppet theatre than
the Arja dance-drama form . Other im- Thus, through an academic vision and The entire text (,f this article, including
portant changes or revisions included mission to conserve and develop cul - many variations ofverbal humor

compressing the artistic elements , care - tural arts , the local Art College found a empic,red, is available on our website :
www.unima.usa.org/fully constructing a more stimulating way to revive the " dead " W(trang Arja

shadow theatre.
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PULCINELLA & ORLANDO FURIOSO
Two ancient Italian puppet theatres, once poised on the edge of extinction,
are Ilack an,Illetter than ever.

BY ANDREW PERIALE

The rebirth of Pulcinella, puppet hero of Naples, is largely were introduced- first by Leone, and then by others- in an
attributable to the efforts of Bruno Leone. In the late 1970s, effort to keep Pulcinella vital, and deeply meaningful to con-
Leone was working as an architect in Naples. In a decisive temporary audiences.
moment, he gave up a promising career to become a puppe-
teer in this ancient tradition. "The constant in my work is that, in reality, all themes, even

when they are tied to particular facts, events or customs, take
At that time, the only living performer of Pulcinella (or on a universal character: war, revolution, love, treason are
Pullecenella in the local dialect) in Naples was Nunzio presented as archetypes, common and recurring themes in
Zampella. Already an elderly man in 1978 when Leone first the exorcising ritual of the hand puppet show."
got to know him, Zampella had just retired, having contracted
an illness which affected his vocal cords. He had recently Anyone familiar with Punchinello, or Mr. Punch, would be
given his final performance at the Piccolo Teatro in Milan, struck by the many things he has in common with his Italian
and had dumped everything there- lock, stock and barrel. cousin. In fact, in his large extended family, Punch has many

Italian cousins. Some of them are as old as Pulcinella. The
This is the point at which Leone intervened: "When I met clever servant, Fagiolino, for instance, is still thrilling audi-
Nunzio- remember- he had nothing left. I reconstructed all ences on the very capable hands of artists like Otello Sarzi
the tools of his trade, above all so that he could begin again. and Teatro del Drago's Mauro Monticelli. Other cousins are
After a while, in the face of my obstinacy, and my decision to quite young, creations of artists who felt the need for a hero
revive the art form even without his help, he was finally con- who would speak in the local vernacular, like Walter
vinced, I think, to act- primarily as my teacher. From 1979 Broggini's Piru- a Lombardian through and through- or
until his death in 1986, we worked together as partners." * Tonino Murru's quintessentially Sardinian Areste Paganos.

The partnership was a fruitful one. They put the hapless Pul- Italy's Italians, an ever shrinking portion of the overall popu-
cinella once more in the public eye, and began in particular lation there (the Italian birthrate, now the lowest in the world,
to draw the attention of certain younger artists. New elements is causing a population decrease, while at the same time the

country is taking in huge numbers of immigrants- from North
Africa, the Balkans and elsewhere), are still a tremendously
diverse people. This should not be surprising, given that the
numerous old regions and city states, with their own dialects
and customs, were only united in the 1860s. These puppet

characters, like Pulcinella and Pirit, are not only powerful
symbols of regional pride, but are repositories of local

culture and language. They help preserve a sense of place
which is being eroded by such standardizing intluences

as mass media.
Pulcinella (e il drago) by Damiano Giambelli
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Another reason for a resurgence in the popularity of tradi- Cuticchio has retained the form's traditions. though there have
tional puppet forms can clearly be seen by looking at the con- been a few adjustments to modernity (the battles with the
temporary state of the Sicilian Opera ( or, locally , .Opra .) Saracens , in which heads were severed by the invariably tri -
dei Pupi. This genre . which employs large rod marionettes umphant Christian army. is no longer performed). In Leone ' s
(sometimes weighing over 100 pounds apiece), recounts the plays. Pulcinella has also retained his traditional form, yet
many adventures of Orlando Furioso (Mad Roland, one of there are often contemporary themes and plot elements. Pul-
Charlemagne's knights). There are hundreds of episodes, cinella has taken on the GB, military campaigns, Silvio
which were performed in serial form night after night in a Berlusconi. and has even plumbed the mysteries of love.
number of Sicilian cities (Palermo. Catania. Caltagirone, Where his mentor, Zampella. was resigned to Pulcinella's
Siracusa). Prior to World War H, Sicily was still a very tradi- demise, Leone is helping to secure Pulcinella's future. Not
tional and isolated place. After the war, Sicilians began to see only has his work influenced other artists to take up Pulcinella,
themselves as part of an international community, and many he has started a training institute. whereby aspirants can learn
found things like the Opera dei Pupi to be an embarrassing the secrets of the art . Last summer, at a puppet festival in the
reminder of their provincialism. small northern Italian town of Grugliasco (and there are many

One of the most important of these theaters, in Palermo, nearly such festivals all over Italy), I saw a Pulcinella performance

died out altogether. It is through the efforts of Mimmo by Gianluca di Matteo- one of Leone's students. If that was

Cuticchio, the son of a puppeteer, that the "Opra" there has any indication. then Pulcinella will be around for awhile.

come back from the brink of extinction.** Cuticchio saw the
very regional particularity of this genre as a strength, and *Bruno Leone quotes, as well as the story of his relationship with
time has proved him right. The audience has returned, al- Nunzio Zampella. were gleaned from an article by Renato
though it has changed its character. No longer solely the prov- Rizzardi. Other details are from conversations with a number of

ince of the older men of the Italian puppeteers- Tonino
Murru, Walter Broggini,community, the theater is
and Damiano Giambelli,now popular with tourists,
among others.scholars, young people- all

those who hunger for a taste **Information about
of authentic Italian culture. Mimmo Cuticchio comes
Cuticchio's success has cer- from similar conversations,

tainly helped the popular- an article by Maurizzio

ity of some of Sicily's other Scaparro (I Pupi Siciliani,
"Patrimonio Immaterialepuppet theaters, and the dell'Umanita'). and other

pupari ( puppeteers ) have articles and reviews.
formed an organization to
aid in the development of See also "La Compagnia
their art form. In 2001, the dei Pupari Vaccaro-
Opera dei Pupi was one of Mauceri , " PI # 13 .
19 institutions worldwide 44
to be identified by
UNESCO as a Masterpiece
of the Oral and Intangible
Heritage of Humanity.
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PAVAKATHAKALI
Tile glove puppet theatre of Kerala-
struggling for survival

BY NIRMALA KAPILA VENU

Pavakathakali, the glove puppet play. came into vogue in
Kenia several centuries ago through the influence of the ,/.,
famous classical dance-theatre form. Kathakali. By taking
inspiration from the techniques of Kathakali and re-model-
ling the puppets based on the various characters in Kathakali
plays, the already existing glove puppet theatre of Ker:ila
developed into "Pavakathakali." ("Para" means puppet.)

From the very beginning, Pavakathakali was meant
chiefly for the benefit and amusement of the young. Puppe-
teers went froni house to house or performed at public festi-
vals and the spectators were mainly children. The main put--
pose of such performances was to make the children famil-
iar with the stories and characters from the two great Indian
epics- Ramayana and Mahabharata- and also to instill in
them important morals and values. It also made the children
better acquainted with Kathakali and helped to develop an *hinterest in and capacity to appreciate the arts.

No specially built platform or stage was used, since it
was mainly performed in the courtyards of private homes. A puppet of Duryodhana
The main musical accompaniments are the same as those
used in Kathakali . such as the Chenda. Chengila . Edakka . from the play, Duryodhanavadham

[lathalam, Sankhu. etc .
Reviving Pavakathakali was not a simple procedure.in and music. At the end of these two years, the play

1981 , when we began to revive this dying artform at Kalyanasaugandhikam was revived in full form . This was
Natanakairali, only three puppeteers were still surviving. They just a beginning, however. This group has continued working
had in their possession a few worn out puppets, but they were together and several old plays have been revived. In addi-
not really professionals of the first order. They were not ca- tion, new plays have been introduced into their repertoire.
pable of performing even one story in full, and did not know The present condition of the art and artists. though. is

how to make new puppets either. rather pitiable. Income from performances is so low that pup-
After conducting a detailed study on the available in- peteers are forced to seek other means for livelihood. There

formation and collecting as many old puppets as possible from is also an urgent need to train a new generation of artists to
Parithipully- the native village of the puppeteers- six vii- carry on the tradition. A younger generation will be enthusi-
lagers were selected and trained intensively for two years. astic to carry on this precious tradition only if they are as-
This training included puppet manipulation, Puppet making sured of a financially secure future.

If you enjoy Puppetry International magazine ,
Dear Readers: you might be interested in the web site for

UNIMA-USA. Go to:
www.unima-usa.org
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NINGYO JORURI
BUNRAKU
A Masterpiece of the Opal
ami Intangmle Heritage of
Humanity

BY NANCY LOHMANN STAUB

UNESCO named Ningyo Joruri Bunraku a
Masterpiece of the Oral and Intangible Heri-
tage of Humanity in 2003. Ningyo Joruri
Bunraku is one of the most refined perform-
ing art forms in the world. It is a unique pup-
petry tradition of Japan consisting of three i** /
elements: ningyo (puppet). joruri (narration).
and musical accompaniment on the shamisen
(a three-stringed instrument played with a
plectrum). The three-pei son puppets, manipu-
lated in view of the audience. enact the text
vocalized by the tayu (narrator). The music
adds essential emotional and rhythmic dimen-
sions. In 1872, a ningyo joruri theatre took
the name Bunraku-za from its manager,
Uemura Bunrakuken IV (1812-87). Since the
early 2()th century. the style of puppet perfor-
mance originally associated with Bunrakuken
has been referred to simply as Bunraku.

Bunraku maintains the highest stan-
dards of aesthetics. One of the greatest play-
wrights in the world. Chikamatsu
Monzaemon ( 1653- 1724), wrote masterpieces
for ningyo joruri, which are still popular to-
day. Acontemporary of his. the tayu Takemoto
Gidayu (1651-1714). developed his own
unique style of chanting, later known a,
gidayu bushi. The puppet manipulators achieve incredibly Yoshida Minotaro, who, in April 2003, assumed a

exquisite movements with the large, beautifully designed new stage name Kiritake Kanjuro, which once
three-person puppets, which were invented in the mid- 1 8th

belonged to his father.
century. The visibility of the performers produces a creative
collaboration between them and their audiences. The tension Ningyo Joruri Bunruku vividly preserves some of the
of the codified but improvisational interplay between the ma- cultural heritage of Japan to the delight of audiences around
nipulators, narrators, and musicians, all in service to the po- the world. It provides important research information, espe-
etic texts. projects emotions sopowerfully that performances cially on lifeinthe Edo Period (1603-1868). Itinspires ama-
can move audiences to tears. teur and professional artists in Japan and in many other coun-

tries. Bunraku deserves and enjoys international recognition
for its unique aesthetics and cultural contributions.photo courtesy of The Japan Society, NYC,

New York, circa. 1990
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Puppetry in Japan goes back at least as far as the 8th In 1805. Uemura Bunrakuken I came from the island of
century to wandering players from the Chinese continent. Awaji and founded a ningyo joruri theatre in Osaka. During
From the 15th century, puppeteers manipulated hand-held much o f the 19th century, through three generations of
puppets in full view to illustrate the stories of Princess Joruri Bunrakuken's descendants, the theatre relocated to various
and other tales. They were originally sung without puppets quarters in the city of Osaka. In 1872, Bunrakuken IV opened
by itinerant blind balladeers accompanying themselves on the a new theatre in the Matsushima District (western outskirts
biwa (lute). The biwa was replaced by the shamisen, which of Osaka city) and named it Bunraku-za (literally, Bunraku
became popular after it was introducedfrom Okinawa in the Theatre). The rivally between the performers who regularly
16th century. In the 17th century, this form of storytelling appeared at Bunraku-za and those who performed at other
with puppets and shamisen accompaniment became known theatres such as Hikoroku-za spurred vitality in this genre of
as ningyo joruri. In 1684. the great tayu Takemoto Gidayu performance
founded Takemoto-za, a permanent theatre in Osaka for After the influx of Western culture and with the intro-
ningyo joruri performances. Hecollaborated with master pup- duction of motion picture films to Japan in 1896, interest in
peteer Tatsumatsu Hachirobei (d. 1734). Bunraku and other traditional performing arts traditions

Ningyo joruri developedinthe designated pleasure quar- waned. In 1909, Shochiku, the giant entertainment produc-
ters side by side with Kabuki. They became rivals for the tion company, bought the rights to Bunraku-za from the
commercial audiences of the 18th century with the puppets Uemura family. Through the difficult times of the world wars
sometimes enjoying greater popularity than the actors. In and the post-World War II era, Shochiku continued to pro-
1703, Chikamatsu wrote Sonezaki Shinju (The Love Suicide duce the performances at Bunraku-za. In the meantime, the
at Sonezaki) based on actual incidents and contemporary town performers split into two groups. one supporting the tradi-
life. Some scholars suggest Chikamatsu ceased writing for tional system of management and the other supporting the
the Kabuki stage to write exclusively for the puppet theatre principles of a labor union. In 1950. the Japanese govern-
after the 1703 success, because the narrators were more faith- ment enacted the Law for the Protection of Cultural Proper-
ful to the texts than Kabuki actors were. As a puppeteer, I ties to preserve, disseminate. and transmit designated art
prefer that to the theory that Chika,natsu left Kabuki after forms. I suggest that the devastation of World War I I served
Sakata Tojuro passed away, and he did not see a worthy suc- as a catalyst for support of national cultural identity. The gov-
cessor to Tojuro in the grand Kabuki. In any case, Chikamatsu ernment took progressive steps to support the revitalization
continued to write for puppets. ironically, the Kabuki actors of traditional performing arts, including Bunraku. It was des-
adapted some of the puppet plays to benefit from their popu- ignated as an Important Intangible Cultural Property, and the
larity. Narrators with shamisen accompaniment perform the two groups of performers split over the management systems
poetic narrative parts of these Kabuki plays as in the puppet were recognized collectively as the keepers of the tradition.
performances. Competition from a new puppet theatre, Today, six performers are individually recognized as Impor-
Toyotake-za. founded in 1703 by an apprentice of Gidayu, tant Cultural Assets, or so-called Living National Treasures.
Toyotake Wakatayu, led to a period of popularity, productiv- Despite those efforts, the interest and support from the
ity and technical development of ningyo joruri. contemporary audience was not sufficient to maintain Bun-

Historical records of 1734 credit Chikamatsu Kuhachiro raku as a viable commercial venture. In 1963, Shochiku re-
for inventing a puppet manipulated by three persons. How- linquished the management of Bunraku to a non-profit foun-
ever. it is probably not until towards the end of the 19th cen- dation called Bunraku Kyokai. established by the collabora-
tury that the technique of three-man-manipulation known as tion of the national, prefectural and municipal governments.
sanninzukai became a common practice. Some scholars theo- The government opened the National Theatre in Tokyo
rize that three manipulators distracted the audiences from the in 1966, including a specially designed space for Bunraku. A
puppets, so at some point, puppeteers began to wear hoods. government subsidized training program for the art of Bun-
The head operator now generally appears unhooded, as in the raku began in 1972. In April 1984, the government estab-
16th century storytelling with puppets from which Bunraku lished the National Bunraku Theatre in Osaka to present and
developed. Moving eyeballs, eyebrows, mouths, and fingers preserve the tradition of Bunraku. The full-time professional
were developed over time, but „hed sparingly for emphasis. members of the Bunraku Kyokai perform all year around.
Elaborate scenery with elevators, trap doors, and revolving The total of six months are dedicated to the regular billing at
stages were invented and adopted by the competition, the the National Bunraku Theatre in Osakx four months to the
Kabuki actors' theatres. By 1767, both puppet theatres, regular billing at the National Theatre in Tokyo, the rest of
Takemoto-za and Toyotake-za. closed. perhaps partly from the two months to nationwide tours sponsored by public enti-
the expense of the elaborate scenery. ties such as the Ministry of Education. International tours earn
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appreciation and recognition abroad and at home. The gov- troupe of Osaka produced a Bunraku influenced version of
Chikamatsu's puppet play Kokliseitya Kas.yen (Battles at

ernment sponsors video recordings of live performances for
Coxinga) in the 198(}s. Tsujimura Jusaburo makes exquisite

the National Theatre Archives and for broadcast. prize-winning dolls, which bear some similarity to Bunraku
To reach new audiences, Bunraku artists have made sev-

eral experiments. They produced Western opera and Shake- puppets, and incorporates puppetry in his theatre work. Hori
Hiroshi dances with dolls that he modeled after Bunraku

speare. They created a special show for children. They col-
laborated with modern Japanese artists including Butoh dane- puppets. Okamoto Hoichi, known as Dondoro, creates haunt-

ing solo shows that draw on elements of Noh and Bunraku.
ers and rock musicians. Rock singer Uzaki Ryudo recently

Bunraku is one of the best-known and most refined
revived his " rock-cum-Bunraku " version of Sone:kiki Shinju
in Tokyo with puppeteers Kiritake Monju and Yoshida Bungo forms of performing arts in the world. Few puppet tradi-

tions have reached its height of internationally recognized
twenty-two years after its premiere. They appear as guests on
television programs. They sometimes appear in feature films. artistic quality. The visibility of the masterful manipulators

makes the illusion of life aesthetically unique and creatively
Most recently. modern filmmaker, Kitano Takeshi. rendered
homage to Bunraku in his 2002 film Dolls, inspired by the satisfying as collaboration between the artists and the spec-

Chikamatsu text Meido no Uhakit ( Courrier of Hell .) He tators . Bunraku is a living preserve of cultural heritage . De -
veloped in Japan of the 17th and 18th centuries. it continues

included a scene from a traditional Bunraku performance ot
to enthrall and inspire audiences and artists all over the world.

the play. Bunraku artists are reaching out to the contempo- It crosses cultural boundaries while remaining true to itself.
rary audience without abandoning their traditional art.

Thanks to the dedicated artists and staff of Bunraku
Today, there is only one professional traditional ningyo

joruri troupe other than Bum*u. Awaji ningyo shares simi- and government support, the immediate future of Bunraku
seems assured.

lar repertoire with Bunraku, but the puppets are slightly larger
than those used in Buntaku . The Awaji troupe employs fe - ©2004, Staub. Nancy Lohmann Staub is a frequent
male performers whereas Bunraku keeps to its tradition of an conn·ibliter to Pl. She is a director. and is alst ) a Member of
all - male troupe . Bunraku puppeteers have taught and set ex - Honor. UNIMA- USA.
amples for many amateur troupes. According to Nagata
Kokichi, there were 12() amateur three-person puppet tradi-
tions recorded, of which 61 were still extant in the 196()s.
( Ueno-Herr: Puppets iii Japanese Territory. page 23 ) These Bunraku Bibliography

amateurs presumably help popularize Bunraku. Adachi, Barbara C. Backstage at Bunraku. New York:
Weatherhill, 1985.

There are some other Japanese puppetry traditions inspired
by Bunraku. For economic reasons, Yamagishi Ryukichi Ando. Tsuruo. Bimrakit. Trans. Don Kenny. New York:

( 1825-1897) developed a way to manipulate Bunraku dolls Weatherhill, 197().

by one person who sits on a rolling stool with the feet of the
Brandon . James R .. ed . Chushingitra : Studies in Kabuki and

puppet attached to the manipulator ' s feet . ( Ueno- Herr: ibid., the Ptippet Theater. Honolulu : Hawaii UP. 1982 .
page22) Known as kuruma ningyo (wheels puppet), this tra-
dition continues to this day and has been designated an lm- Keene . Donald . Bunrakit . Tokyo : Kodansa , 1965 .
portant Intangible Cultural Asset. Another tradition inspired
by Bunraku is otome (young lady) bunraku, in which a Bun- Schnitz~pahn, Karen L. "Otome Bunraku." A Pmpos 36

raku-style doll is attached to one performer, head to head. (spring 1989): 27-29.

and feet or kimono to legs. A supporting pole is fixed to the
Uenc,- Herr. Michiko . An biterpretire Guide to Bi{,irakit .

puppeteer with a metal band around her waist. This tradition Honolulu: U of Hawaii Community Service Division. 1992.
started in Osaka over 80 years ago. Hitome-za of Kawasaki
City has revived this form with a teacher from the tradition. Ueno-Her, Michiko. "Masters. Disciples. and the Art of

Bumaku." Diss. U. of Hawaii, 1995.
The kuruma ningyo and otome bunraku troupes perform na-
tionally and internationally. Bunraku has also inspired mod- Uenc,- Hern Michiko . Pig)pets in Japanese Territory. Ed.

ern Japanese puppet companies and artists. La Clartd puppet Margareta Niculescu. Charleville-MdziOres: Editions HM. 1997.
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- - JIM HENSON FOUNDATION
Congratulations to the 2003
~_-Jim Henson Foundation Grant Recipients!

PROJECT (fRANTS domm

Ping Chong & Company
Blind Ness

Chris Green
Luboslovieh & Other
Precious Little Words

Tom Lee
Hoplite Diary

Loco 7
Yurupary

Mum Puppettheatre The Savage Nursery -
The Visit Erin K Orr -

Eric Novak
The Bacon/Mingus Triptych

Erin K. Orr I.uboslovieh
The Savage Nursery Chris Green

Roman Paska
Dead Puppet Talk

Redmoon Theater
Cyrano

Jane Catherine Shaw
Universe Expanding

Lake Simons
Alice in Wonderland

The Talking Band
The Parrot

Susan J. Vitucci
Hoplite Diary Small Fish
Tom Lee

Paul Zaloom
Attack of the Giant Nose

2003 Grant Review Board: Cheryl Henson, Jane Henson, Allelu Kurten, Louis Borodinsky, Leslee Asch,
Heather Henson, Mark Levenson, Marty Robinson, Nancy Staub, Richard Termine, Caroly Wilcox



Slf/t'/) GRANTS (SE,twt))

Ron Binion
Searchpoint

The Brewery Troupe Fish Faust
Blood on the Fields Perry Alley Theater

G lenn Brown
The Monster Spider

2004 GRAN773(; CYCLEJanie Geiser
Invisible Glass The Foundation awards grants at

Bill Hubner the end of each year for the creation
Forgotten Dreams and development of innovative and
Karen Kandel contemporary work for adult and
Portraits family audiences . The postmark deadline

Brian Kooser for letters of intent is June 1,2004.
Dracula: A Case Study Guidelines are available at

Lucidity Suitcase www.hensonfoundation.org.
Intercontinental To receive guidelines by mail,
Platichar contact us at:
Amanda Maddock 584 Broadway, Suite 1007
Mrs. Wright's Escape

New York, NY 10012
Cathy McCul lough Phone 212.680.1400
Orphan Train

Fax 212.680.1401
Rebecca IVIcNulty Email info@hensonfoundation.org
Star Chronicler's Journey

Perry Alley Theater
Fish Faust

Alva Rogers
The Carolina Plays: Sunday
& Mermaid
San Diego Guild of Puppetry
Goldilocks, The Nursing
Home Version

Toni Schlesinger

H 
if

Dinner at 8:30

Emily C. Wilson
The Carolina Plays

Safe as Houses Alva Rogers
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PRESERVING AND extensive collection of puppets and performed with
them in the United States as the Red Gate Players.

TRANSMITTING Her work inspired others, including Jo Humphrey.
whose Yueh Lung Shadow Theater performed from
1975 until 2000. M,;. Humphrey rescued and re-CULTURES furbished the Benton collection, and passed them
on to Chinese Theater Works, led by Kuang-Yu

BY LESLEE ASCH Fong and Stephen Kuplin.
Perhaps the most distinctive image of the

ancient art of shadow puppetry
This past year. 2003, I curated comes from the night-
two exhibitions. For the New long perfor-
York Public Library of the Per- 3, mances of the
forming Arts. at Lincoln Center. 1 cc r Indonesian way-
curated the exhibition "Puppetry of S dow and ang kulit (literally
Light. Soon after the close of the Linc in Center shadows of lea-
exhibition, I installed the exhibition "Sh· ows and ther). With a gas lamp
Strings: Puppetry Around the Globe" at e Bruce flick ring behind a translucent shadow
Museum in Greenwich, CT. Both these e deavors scre , the master puppeteer (dalang)
helped to expand my understanding (and a precia- and p ippets enact the timeless tales of the
tion ) of puppetry ' s importance as a means of ·ultural Indii epics , the Mahabharitta and Ra-
transmission . Ill({Fu 1(1 . Told for over two thousand years ,

My collaborators on "Puppetry of Shad w and The unicivana consists of stories about
Light" were Stephen Kaplin and Barbara C en- Ra a, an incarnation of the god Vishnu. It
Stratyner. The starting point of the exhibition was he filled with tales of love. honor. and duty.
passing along of the extraordinary Pauline Bento The Mcilwhharatit relates the adventures
collection to Chinese Theatre Works. Ralph Lee and battles of the Pandawa brothers in
(Mettawee River Company) was actually respon- the fight between good and evil
sible for initiating this idea, and 1 was delighted to forces. In this context. shadow pup-
be part of the team that explored it. The exhibition pets not only entertain. but also pass
focused on the intertwining histories and beauty on sacred stories that define the his-
of the shadow form. and was divided between tra- tory of a people and express secular and
ditional and contemporary forms. It was, I believe, religious traditions.
the most comprehensive exhibition on the form. The figures from Cambodia in-
to date. cluded a large Nang Sbek figure and

What emerged, in the end, were two themes: smaller Ayang figures. These are part of a
puppetry's role in the preservation of cultural traditions. and large collection that was built in 1989 in the
the ways in which subtle differences in the traditional text c ibodian refugee camp Site 2, on the Thai/Cambodian
and characters of a region can reflect national and religious border. The figures. the only set of its kind in the United
distinctions. With regard to the preservation of culture, two States, were based on the memory of the Venerable Pin Sem,
stood out- the Chinese figures of Pauline Benton and the head monk of the Prasat Sci-ei Temple. This 15-year effort
Cambodian figures built in a wartime refugee camp. to revive and archive the art form. initiated and directed by

In 1923. Pauline Benton saw a shadow puppetry ex- the Harvard Program in Refugee Trauma, is part of an on-
hibit at the Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago, going project within U.S./Cambodian communities in Mas-
which inspired her study of the shadow theater. During her sachusetts. The center's director, Richard Mc,Ilica. worked
father's tenure as president of the University of the Philip- with Svang Tor and Marguerita Reczycki to help these refu-
pines, Ms. Benton frequently visited her aunt, who was a gees reconnect with an important aspect of their heritage.
schoolteacher in Beijing. Ms. Benton studied with a shadow On my tri p to Cambri dge, 1 was able to sel ect a grouping of
master in the Luanzhou region of China. She amassed an figures that would depict one of many stories drawn from

the Reamker, the Cambodian version of the Rama>·ana . The
scene portrayed the story of the "Theft of Neang Seda" (Sita).
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Classical Cambodian Dancers Chan Moly Sam

and Somaly Hay in a scene from Reamker.

Shadow puppet depicts the same characters.

In "Shadows and Strings: Puppetry Around the human form can be more realistically portrayed. Similarly,
Globe" at the Bruce Museum, the goal was to go even the Wayang Golek (rod puppet) tradition is not as ancient
further in the exploration of national and religious dif- as the shadow tradition. It is thought to have been invented
ferences as reflected in the texts and images of the pup- by a Muslim Javanese ruler during the late 16th century,
pet theater, and to focus on the role of puppet theater as a and tells stories of an islamic hero, Amir Hamzah. In the
means of telling the great epics, thereby transmitting cul- 5th century A.D., Buddhism was introduced to Burma by
tural values and knowledge. The key findings on the indian missionaries. In 1767, Burma conquered Siam
shadow figures from the previous exhibition were in- (Thailand) and brought the entire Siamese court back to
cluded. but as I was now able to include all puppet styles, the Burmese capital. It appears that puppetry began in
1 began with Pre-Columbian articulated clay figures, a Burma during the "Age of Triumph" (1752-1819) with
Native American reveal mask, and masks and puppets of Siamese influences, and it is likely that the puppet theater
Mali and Nigeria. The selection of Asian figures was ex- predates live theater there. Puppet plays were drawn largely
panded to include marionettes of Myanmar (Burma), from the./atakas, moral tales relating the past lives of Bud-
Vietnamese water puppets. Japanese bunraku figures. dha. When the British annexed Burma in 1886, many of
Chinese hand puppets, Indonesian rod puppets and lIn- the old traditions began to die out. By 1929, there were
dian marionettes. only two troupes left in Burma, though in recent years, the

In the process, I began to understand the intercon- tradition has seen something of a revival. The themes of
nections of national character, religious beliefs, and the cultural transmission and preservation were further sup-
puppet theater. The classic Indian Hindu texts not only ported by examples of the puppetry of Vietnam, Europe
migrated throughout Asia, but they were made new and and Mexico.
relevant to each culture. The forms of the puppets and A great deal of my time now is devoted to creating
characters from the Indian epics took on regional names connections between the arts and public policy, so it was
and characteristics as they migrated. In Java, the Islamic exciting to have the opportunity to explore, through these
restriction against portraying human forms has led to a exhibitions, puppetry's historical and cultural significance.
very stylized form of figure. while in Hindu Bali, the
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PUPPETS APPEAR, DISAPPEA

RE-APPEAR ~
BY JOHN BELL

A discussion with Ravi Gopalan Nair, a producer and puppeteer from Kerala, India,
came to mind when the subject of this issue of Puppetry International emerged. Ravi
had described to me in the year 2000 how some contemporary shadow puppet per-
formances of the Ramayana by South Indian puppeteers might be seen only by the
god Rama himself. because the traditional village audience for the show might be
far more interested in the modern shadow-screen delights of television. While I first
understood this situation as yet another shocking example of how traditional (and to
me. exotically "non-Western")form~ of performance were being displaced by elec-
tronic mass media (the proverbial villain of such developments, which I of course
associate with the West), Ravi had a much more sanguine point of view about the
situation, he was somewhat amused and perhaps unconcerned about this puppet show
only for a god. Although we didn't pursue the subject (we were no doubt preparing
for a Bread and Puppet performance at the Seven Basic Needs Pavilion of Expo
2000 in Hannover, Germany), my sense of it now is that, to Ravi. the South Indian
shadow puppeteer's devotion to his art as a ritual offering to Raina outweighed the
pesky problem posed by the lack of an audience. Maybe the point is, if puppeteers
persist in thinking that there's something important about their live puppet shows,
the work will continue, and (eventually?) find an audience.

Figures from the collection of the Musae National des Arts

et Traditions Populaires, Paris, France,

A San Francisco Airports Commission Exhibition, 1996
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P EAR, DISAPPEAR, RE-APPEAR

Ever since Romantic poets and 19th century anthropologists as a means of performing politicized history plays
started to note the persistence of traditional puppet fornis aboutthe Paris Commune and Baron Haussinann's ~
throughout the world, there has been a concomitant worry radical urban renewal of Paris. rr'
that the old forms are in constant danger of being supplanted ./4
by new ( and especially technological ) ones- a worry which In 2003 , Le Petit Th#atre de l 'Absolu took some ~
has more or less been realized. As Henryk Jurkowski's His- of their toy theater shows on an absurdly improb-
tory of European Puppetry and John McCormick and Bennie able , sometimes dangerous , and almost impossible
Pratasik's Popular Puppet Theatre in Europe, /800-/9/4 both tour of Palestine and Israel. Ortega and Levine
show, a very rich culture of puppet theater (tor example. the chronicled their experiences there, and Levine's =~
dozens of Tchantches marionette theaters in 19th century were transmitted on the internet to hundreds of
Liage, or the Petrushka tradition) suffered serious decline over interested readers. I think there are at least two
the course of the 19th century, as new urban entertainments things interesting about this situation. First, that
defined puppet theater in a new context : as an old- fashioned the Petit Thucitre de l 'Absolu decided to focus pre-
and definitely un-modern (pagan, primitive, low-culture, re- cisely on making live performances of a puppet
ligious. political, carnivalesque) form. In some countries (In- show which could be seen, at most, by only eighty
dia and Japan for example) there have been concerted efforts people at a time. in other words, they eschewed
to support traditional puppet theater forms at government ex- mass media and, in so doing, connected to the
pense, in recognition of their importance as cultural heritage. older form of puppetry as live performance for a
Various puppet schools and academics tend to teach older small audience. Secondly, that Ortega and Levine
forms while often encouraging new innovations. then deftly used a different form of mass media-

the internet- to explain what they were doing to a
New technological media make their own connections to the much larger audience of readers. These two
old methods and purposes of puppetry. A New York Times choices successfully combined 19th century pup-
story of 16 February 20()4 ("An Insolent Puppet RoiIs Cana- pet technology with cyber literature.
dian Politics") explains how Robert Smigers "Triumph the
Insult Comic Dog"- a handpuppet appearing on the NBC tele- While not wanting to sound foolishly optimistic
vision show Late Night wizh Conan O'Brien- touched the third about the problems ofendangered puppet species
rail of Canadian politics "by, among other things, telling the and puppeteers- which have been with us for over
Qudb6cois they ought to learn English. since they live in North a century- it does strike me that new forms of
America.' (Let us note that thename ofthe puppeteer, who is live puppet theater seem to sprout up all the time,
surely the most important figure in this news event, does not and this must be a good thing. Just after the end
appear until paragraph thirteen of the Times's story.)It is as if of World War Two, dramatist and critic Eric
Smigers dog puppet (despite the willful insensitivity which Bentley went on a tour of Western Europe to see
characterizes its supposedly ultra-hip humor) somehow rein- what remained of theater in the war-torn coun-
carnated the insouciance and anarchist rebellion of Punch and tries. In Southern Italy, as he writes in his book,
Ubu Roi , especially those two characters ' maddening refusal hi Search ofTheater, he saw performances of Si -
to keep their insults within bounds. cilian marionettes, part of a tradition which. for

Bentley, was barely a thing of the present- "an
But whether or not Smigers puppet insults offended all of echo from the past"- and yet Sicilian puppet the-
Quebec, I wonder if Smigel might be aware of his fellow ater, which Bentley saw fifty years ago as headed
puppeteers who are part of Quebec's lively puppet theater for extinction, still somehow persists.
scene . For example , Le Petit Th6atre de ['Absolu. a Mont-
real-based puppet theater whose founders, Hermine Ortega
and Gabriel Levine, have been re-inventing toy theater shows
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DRAGON DANCE
THEATRE'S
SEVEN ANGRY MEN

Montile/#ep, France <w
October 31,2003

BY JEROME LIPANI

In Drazon Dance Theatre ' s Seven Angry Men,
three generations of Rocketellers- incarnate in
one Frenchillan- strut the stage in pajamas, slip-
pers and a cane. We follow this Rockefeller as he
gleefully despoils the environment while deci- 4/4 3/:. .
mating his enemies until-quite literally- all hell . i ·,44 ..;hkJ-e*:* liti-
breaks loose. The work was created and first per- .fr'.

formed as part of a community theatre festival
near Queletaro. Mexico in April. 2003. and then
further developed in the Dragon Dance summer season was like water or air: "It's everywhere- it bubbles up
in Middlesex. Vermont. Now reworked for its third pro- out ofthe ground, Oilis.iiiatural resource- a national
duction in Montpellier, France, it is being played in an resource- but we used the law and the government. I
arboretum under the natural canopy of ancient trees. had those senators iii my pocket. We forced the pub-

lic to buy their own oil! Brilliant, isii't it!?"
The production has changed significantly since its pre-
mier. It is sharper. clearer. and more poignant now. At In the historical rivalry between capitalism and com-
this moment in the play's rather unusual process of de- munism, the anti-communist propaganda used by
velopment, Dragon Dance Theatre has seized opportu- Rockefeller and his cronies , as depicted in Seven An -
nities for alchemy of time , place , human personalities- gry Men. goes something like this : " These commu -
even the weather- while sustaining a unifying theme. Dra- nists were proposing to socialize the natural wealth.
inatic elements encounter one another like distant stars They said the natural resources of a country belonged
colliding. and the official versions of historic events are to its people. Ridiculous! My idea was to socialize
blown to smithereens. the risk and privatize the profit: that is. put the profit

in no' pocket." Subsequent scenes detail the purpose-
Seven Angry Men begins withathumbnail history ofthe ful ruination of public tiansportation , the cozy rela-
exploitation ofoilin America. Rockefeller's monologue tionship between American business and the Nazis.
(played by Michel Faucherre. also the show's producer) and the relationship of Rockefeller and the Military
begins with a description of how. initially. he drove the (depicted as a rollicking sado-masochistic spank-fest).
small-time businessmen who discovered oil in 19th cen- Certainly. documentation exists which would support
tury Pennsylvaniaout ofbusiness. He goes on tosay that all these depictions (for the spirit of the latter. try
his biggest problem as a businessman was to convince Hannah Arendt on the Nuremberg Trials or the work
the consumer to pay for this natural resource, because it of Jean Genet). It is amazing how little time it takes

r
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Dragon Dance to recreate in miniature the essential performed in English and French by Sam Kerson and Didier
elements which have so much influence over our Jean, and at its conclusion, they embraced.
lives. If only it were as simple to liberate ourselves
from the muck in which we are mired! The next scene features a Lucifer played by two actors-

one plays the head, the other the body. The premise of this
Finally, the scene shifts to Rockefeller' s imagined scene- which embodies the tragic message of Seven Angry
death- a version of the classic St. Peter scene, in Men- is that the devil will show the public "the president's
which the soul of Rockefeller is interrogated at trick, a fantastic magic trick, straight from Baghdad. in
Heaven's Gate: "Are you the Rockefeller who fi- which seven angry men will kill each other in mid-air with-
nanced the cugenics studies'? Who made personal out having any ill effects on the citizens below." Lucifer
profit on the God-given natural resources of the calls them from their nether worlds one by one, like con-
American public? Who destroyed the Diego Rivera testants in a daytime TV game show, asking each if he is
mural because it contained a portrait of Lenin?" St. armed and ready to go to his battle station. The other ac-
Peter sends him to Hell. and the public must follow tors- representing the Voices of Industry, the Military, the
him on his voyage! The significance of this is left up American Media Monopoly- perform various texts in the
to audience members to decide. Does it indicate a background simultaneously. The din is composed of little
certain complicity? After all. we passively and with- understood but vitally important pieces of information from
out protest consume endless amounts of fossil fuel. actual military texts- the specs for such weapons as toma-
By candlelight, the audience and actors walk together hawk missiles, the American bombing of the central mar-
through the Gate of Hell. in the French production. ket in Baghdad and, later, a collage of George Bush's State
the gates of Heaven and Hell have been made out of of the Union speech and Israeli televised coverage of the
locally-found bamboo. Masks (the images of the bombing of Saddam Hussein's compound- all to a tango
seven angry men of the play's title) made from natu- accompaniment (music: Daniel Roth and others) and devil
ral items gathered on expeditions by the actors- bark dances (choi-eography: Kirsten Eckstein).
from trees, wild grasses- are hung on the wall of the
two gates. Devils enter to toy with Rockefeller while Finally, an innocent person is sought, and an Iraqi mother
he is being interrogated. Eventually. they escort him and her child are found. She is initially enticed with the
through the Gate to the Underworld. promise ofan American refrigerator. The matter-of-factness

of this blatant colonialist insult is underscored when it be-
In the dark, the audience is led to the base of a great comes understood that this ordinary woman is actually an
tree, where they hear a poem called "Homage to incarnation of the ancient Sumerian goddess Inanna, the
Babylon," written by Katah. a Dragon Dance pri nci- mother of the world. In the apocalyptic moment that fol-
pal. This poem is an elegy for the loss of the arti facts lows, in which fireworks represent a major battle, the masks
and knowledge of an important and ancient civiliza- of the seven angry men ignite, in turn setting the goddess
tion as a result of the recent American invasion of ablaze. The event is a distillation of the horrors of war. In

Iraq. In this European setting, the wall of fire which enveloped the
Montpel- innocent woman- her child in her arms- reminded one of

7 lien it was Dresden . of Guernica .

By way of postscript, the devil reappears and apologizes to
the audience, assuring them that the woman and her child
were merely collateral damage. and that he will try the
president's trick again in another country, like Syria or Iran.
or "even a little country near you." One more round of  fire-
works goes off in the distance- a bad omen, certainly. Once
again it is the powerful imagery created by Dragon Dance
Theatre which has given us a fresh look at some of the ethi-
cal and moral dilemmas which flow through our history
like oil like blood. #
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SHORT NOTICES oN
NEW PUPPET BOOKS
BY JOHN BELL

flatite entan~~«
Album. a number of new (and

Here are short reviews of

new to this book editor)
books on puppet theater
and related forms.

Maryllne Desblollis

~~~ Colette Fellous

PI . rr . P * ju 1/ PUPPETS
Chantal Thomas

IN THE TWENTIESPOUPEES AND THIRTIES
Gallimard

Allin S. Wilis

~ Halle Saint Pierre

Dorlis Grubidge. Site Hasti//gs .· Pupt)et Showwoman . North Vancouver : Charlemagne Press , 1993 . 240 pages .

Nina Efimova, Adventurex of a Russian Puppet Theatre. North Vancouver: Charlemagne Press. 2003.

Bonnie Nelson Schwartz and the Educational Film Center, Voices from the Federal Theatre . Madison : Univer-
sity of Wisconsin Press, 2003. 218 pages.

The 1920s and 193(}s continue to assert themselves as seminal decades in the development of 20th century
puppet theater- perhaps more important than the much-touted "rediscoveries" of the sixties through nineties?
The resurgence of puppet theater in European avant-garde forms. the persistence of Asian. African. and Native
American puppet theaterN, and the excited experiments with all sorts of puppets in North America point to a
world-wide consciousness of puppet theater far more pervasive than the spotty recognition of puppet theater
over the past three decades.

In the United States alone, for example, the 1930,; marked a particular peak in American puppet theater as
mainstream and "adult' entertainment. as well as an important part of the emerging performance technologies
of film and television . Voices from the Federal Theatre. the companion book to the PBS special Who Killed the
Federal Theatre ? particularly focuses one chapter on Bob Baker and the Los Angeles Marionette Unit of the
Federal Theatre Project , but its fascinating interviews ( for example with Revolt of the Beavers star Perry
Bruskin) point out how easily and readily puppets were accepted as a central element of FTP shows. This book
doesn't point out how Renio Bufano, Paul McPharlin, David Lano, Burr Tillstroni. Bil Baird, Don Vestal, Carl
Harms, Ralph Chessd. and the multi-racial Buffalo Marionette Project (among other puppeteers) were all part
of the FTP, but its attention to Bob Baker's work on the West Coast helps fill in part of the story.
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Dori is Grubidge's study of Sue Hastings is another revela- known in mainstream theater history circles, but it's a reveal-
tion about 1930s puppetry. Unlike the puppeteers listed just ing and immen~ely valuable document of a moment when
above. puppeteer Sue Hastings would have nothing to dc, with politically committed artists thought they could make a posi-
the Federal Theatre Project because by the time that govern- tive contribution to a rapidly changing society by means of
ment program got off the ground , Hastings and her multiple puppets . This new edition includes Efimova' s short play Pen-
touring companies were some of the most successful puppe- sive PLtppetS ( also translated by Mitcoff, and published by
teers in the United States, and were suspicious of govern- McPharlinin 1937).asortof metatheatrical response to pup-
ment-subsidized competition. Grubidge's biographical study pet theory by two "black amoor" marionettes or shadow pup-
is fascinating in the way it chronicles Hastings's puppet ca- pets; and also a chronology on Russian revolutionary puppet
reer. from her early days at Columbia University (where Paul theater by this book editor. as well as many photographs.
McPharlin also studied, and where Professor Brander
Matthews's collection of puppets had to have been an influ
ence on Hastings's understanding of the form), to her studies
with Tony Sarg, and then her independent breakout into her
own, an impetus which led to the founding of Sue Hastings
Marionettes. a commercial company so successful that it con-
tinued after Hastings herself retired. Drawing on Hastings's
files and letters, Grubidge shows how this great American
puppet impresario created not only a stable of successful mari-
onette shows. but also "fashionettes" (high-fashion mari- bwi *5 ;onettes which exhibited new styles for Harper 's Bazaar 'and
other magazines); essential puppet scenes iii Broadway shows; .
large-scale corporate performances for the 1939 World's Fair
and other advertising venues; special live-puppet tie-ins for
the Walt Disney Corporation and Metro Goldwyn Mayer Stu- .C Nd ..1
dios; and night-club spectacies. Hastings's work constitutes a .44* 7
rich field indeed. Just Grubidge's account of Hastings's col- ., ' :% I

laboration on Yip Harburg'% 1937 Broadway social satire 4111
Hooravfbr What is fascinating enough, both because it points al 'W
out how consistently puppets have been part of Broadway - yii. 1/6.

traditions, and also how consistently they have been invis-
ible. "It is an unfortunate fact that the reviews [of Hoorayfbr
What and other Broadway shows with puppets] did not give
credit to the puppeteers und their efforts," Grubidge writes,
"but the press ' s reluctance to discuss the aesthetics of the pup- DOLLS AND PROPS2)pet actor was consistent with a long tradition." A tradition
which lasts to this day!

The Charlemagne Press published Grudbidge's study of Sue Andrew Sofer, The Stage Liti, 01 Props. Ann Arbor: Univer-
Hastings. and has also just republished a classic account of sity of Michigan Press, 2003.278 pages.
puppet modernism, Nina Efimova's Adventures Ofa Russian
Puppet Theatre. Efimova was one of the important women Allen S. Weiss, ed., Poupeses. Paris: Gallimard, 20()4.
artists of revolutionary Russia (along with Alexandra Exter. 2()()+ pages.
Ludmila Popova, Varvara Stepanova, and others). and amaz-
ingly enough. Paul McPharlin had the foresight and inspira-
tion to publish her short memoir (translated by Elena Mitcoff) A persistent problem with puppet theater is the definition of
in 1935, almost immediately after it was written. Elitnova's the form: what exactly is a puppet, and what's not a puppet'?
account of how she and her husband made puppet shows be- Actors seem to be the most obvious form of non-puppet, but
fore. during, and after the Russian Revolution is not well- any other material object used in performance seems loosely
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Theatre U / CULTURAL
or tightly connected to the well - on a Tabletop
 LEAPINGknown traditions of puppetry. An-

drew Sofer's scholarly Stage Life
of Props is a compelling study of Kuane-Yu Fong and Stephen Kaplin,

< F Small Spaces. Charlottesville: New
material objects in European plays Theatre on a Tabletop: Puppetry for
from the medieval era to the present.
Although he takes pains to separate Plays incorporated. 2001 122 pages.
his own theorizing from the substan-

Puppets, and the Human Actor in
tial contributions to puppet theory Poh Sim Plowrieht . Mediums.

»

made by the Prague School in the ,1 :---
1920s . he remains indebted to the Theatres of the East .
Bogatyrev, Veltrusky, Honzl, et al. as he Lewiston: The Edwin Mellen
pursues the meaning of scudari, skulls, Press, 2002.250 pages.
fans, and guns as they appear in both well-
known and obscure plays of the Western
canon. Sofer's insistence upon defining puppetry

 for Small
 Spaces

by Kuang-Yu Fong & Stephen Kaplin

these objects as props- that is to say, as ob-
jects whose stage life is always secondary The last two books in this review are
to and dependent upon the primary impor- really quite different from each other, but both in-
tance of the actor- prevents him from mak- clude revealing insights into Asian puppet forms. Poh Sini
ing any kind of connection to related and contemporary Plowright ' s Meditims, Puppets. und the Human Actor in the
forms of puppet and object theater from the periods he Theaires of the East is a complex treatise touching on- but
studies, but his insights into how these objects work not limited to- puppets as female figures. gestural perfor-
onstage, cleverly deduced from the context of dialogue mance, shamanism, and the complex array of different Asian
and stage directions alone, are a new contribution to our theoretical and philosophical approaches which consider
understanding of the visual elements of Western drama. women and the image of the puppet.

Allen S . Weiss , a professor and writer who splits his time Kuang- Yu Fong and Stephen Kaplin ' s Theatre (m a Tabletop
between New York University's Performance Studies De- differs radically from Plowright's study because the Fong-
partment and Paris, curated an exhibit of dolls at the Ha lie Kaplin collaboration is a how-to book, albeit buttressed with
Saint Pierre in his adopted city for the first seven months theoretical underpinnings. It draws on the methods Fong and
of 2004, and edited a compelling catalogue of the expo- Kaplin (Chinese Theater Works) have developed in puppet
sition. Like Andrew Sofer's subject (-err, objects--). workshops done both in Asia and North America. and ben-
Weiss's interest here is not puppets per se, but dolls, al- efits from both lucid prose, clear explanations, and a gener-
though the French word "poupleK" translates into both ous amount of diagrams and photos (this book editor con-
terms. Weiss's assemblage of traditional dolls from around tributed a blurb to the book, which of course skews my sub-
the world, as well as various modern "artistic"forms, from jectivity squarely in its favor).
Hans Bellmer's disturbingly erotic constructions from the
1930s (that decade again!); to Michel Nadjar's richly tex- The combination of high theory and down-to-earth practi-
tured fetish inventions. and Billy Boy* and Olivier cality shown by these two books is. in fact, typical of puppet
Rebufa's responses to Barbie, show how powerful, simple, literature at least over the past 150 years. and makes puppet
and ultimately inexplicable dolls and puppets are. literature unusual for its steadfast commitment to both the

practical and theoretical aspects of the puppet. The how-to
elements of puppetry keep us from becoming too abstract,
and yet the theorizing of puppets reminds us that. ultimately,
the form is inexplicable. #
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This is a great basic Puppet book with lots of those + , 
14

cool tips for the intermediate puppeteer. The de- f
signs and directions are very well thought out. along 1
with really clear photos to illustrate what he is de-
scribing for the construction of the puppets. I also aHOW is //14 '1 I ,
like his short primeron "bringing the puppet to life." *e f
The patterns could be adapted for other more ad- *55 Join the Disney® team 6*HANDS.0vanced puppets and he does give some suggestions .i*f as a Character/Puppeteer Performer *4
on expanding from the simple puppets he is pre- 5 and put on exciting performances
senting. He starts with a simple "coaster" puppet ~ with the leader in entertainment. As ~
and moves onto more complex designs of hand, .

5 you let your talent shine on stage, we'll I
rod, and hand-and-rod puppets. With each of the ,
designs, he gives a little history as to how :ind why keep you inspired by promoting your ~

he came up with the puppet. growth with ongoing training and f
development courses. And you'll do it all

The author uses mainly hot glue to hold the while enjoying Theme Parkadmission and

puppets together, but then you don't need sewing discounts on Disney merchandise.
skills to make the puppets. He does warn about leav-
ing the puppet in a hot car or other extreme tem- Added consideration will be given to

candidates between 5'6"- 6'0':peratures. Some of the directions do really need
the photographic illustration to fill out what you
need to do. It took me a few readings to sort out Get inspired.
how the mouth on the "Spoon Chicken" was con- Call the Walt Disney World® Jobline at
structed. Some of the materials used can only be (407) 828-1000 to schedule an
found at a decent crafts store, but he has suppliers interview. Eligible candidates will
listed in the appendix. be invited to audition. Selected

candidates will also be required to
This is the kind of book that I would rec- perform as costumed characters.

onimend to teens who want to learn to build a vari-
ety of puppets, teachers that want to use puppets in www.wdwcareers.com
the classroom, and puppetee,3 who enjoy learning
how other puppeteers create puppets.

Etwin"
REVIEW BY 1<ATHLEEN DAVID Disney. Where trnaling'i" Wo' 3.

EOE · Drawing Creativity from Diversity • ©Disney
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THE TEMPTATION OF GUSTAVE FLAUBERT
BY STEPHEN CARTER

The year is 1833- seventeen years after Napoleon met his Throughout his life, Flaubert was a perfectionist. almost
Waterloo, twenty nine years before the American Civil War unwilling to publish. He wrote in private and confided in only
about the time that the Morse telegraph and the modern pedal a few literary friends. Nevertheless, he harbored an adoles-
bicycle were invented. The sound of a drumroll disinisses cent craving for notoriety. and he wanted to arrive on the lit-
classes at 4pm . and Gustave Flaubert . twelve years of age , erary scene with the force of an explosion . The Teniptatio,1

rushes as fast as his legs can carry him away from his oppres_ was intended to be the work that secured his fame. He la-
sive, military-style boarding school towards the Fair of St. bored over a year and a half. researching obscure theological
Romain which arrived every November in Rouen, and. along and cultist sources, set to writing feverishly, and finally, in
with it, the traveling puppet booth of POre LeGrain. In an- 1849. called his confidants, Louis Bouilhet and Maxime

other twenty-four years. Flaubert would be prosecuted for Du(Jamp. to hear him read the Fnanuscript aloud eight hours

offending public morality with his scandalous novel , Madmne a day over a four day period . Upon concluding. Flaubert urged
Boyary  Today, his goal appears to be more salutary to his them to be frank in theirjudgment . Louis pronounced gravely.
soul . POre LeGrain ' s rod marionettes will be presenting The "Nve think that you must throw it on the fire and never speak
Temptation Of Saint Anthony. an ever popular subject with of it again."
the Catholic showmen of Belgium and Northern France. He didn't throw it in the fire, but he respected theirjudg-
Gustave viewed the show every year, ment and refrained from publishing it at

that time. He was to rework itin 1856 andrepeatedly. Later in life, he would »324 1bring his friend and mentor, George again in 1874 before publishing it at only
.:3 jSand, with her son Maurice. a third the size of the original manuscript.

(Maurice operated his own hand pup- Heeding his friend's advice, he wrote his
pet stage at the Sand family home in next work in a more realistic vein, using
Nohant .) Eventually, Flaubert would a contempmary setting : Madame Bovary .
write and publish his own version of What was Pare Legrain's show like.

1 began to wonder? How does it compareLa Tentation de St Antoine.
Gustave Flaubert (1821-1880) with Flaubert's version, and with

was the son of a succesful provincial Breughel's'? Recently, 1 acquired several
34 French and Belgian versions of the pup-

LIELLII 11~ ~ pet phiy from the library of Georgeapartment at the rear of the public
Speight, which he has been selling off

unfamiliar with the sight of his fa- ~ through puppet book specialist Ray
ther casually smoking a cigar while DaSilva. One is a pamphlet printed by the
dissecting human cadavers. Reveal- ( Mus#e de la Vie Walloon in Belgium. It
ing his vocation at an early age, he 8) 6  ~ contains much information which is only

hinted at iii other books. There are threewrote and staged macabre plays on
complete texts for the play from differenthis father's billiard table, using skulls

and femurs from the hospital cabi- showmen in French and in quasi-French.
nets as props. From eleven to eighteen years of age, his par- semi-literate Belgian dialect. There tend to be lots of repeti-

ents sent him to the boarding school frorn which he fled to tions and run on sentences in the manner of oral tradition.
see the puppets. After graduation. his father sent him to law Like the Punch show. there is a recognizable core, with indi-

school, but Gustave's lack of interest. and the onset of occa- vidual variations tacked on by each puppeteen
sional seizures resembling epilepsy, put an end to a law ca- The first text I examined has an intriguing history.
reer. He was brought home for convalescence. Leopold Achille Bouret. born iii 1909. recited it from memory

When his health had improved, the Flaubertfamily made to an interviewer who visited him and his wife in their tour-

an excursion to Italy. In a Genoese palazzo art gallery, Gustavo ing trailer in 1977. The show :Ind puppets were inherited frorn
was transfixed by a painting by Pieter Breughel the elder of Leopold's father ( 1875- 1968). who, after a pit mining acci-
"The Temptation of Saint Anthony." dent which crushed his hand. had acquired the show from

Aimable Mortelle. Aimable (1861-1923) himself died in a
pit mining accident. and had inherited the show from his fa-
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pet pig symbolizes the appetites of the body
in the iconography of the Saint. as Anthony
triumphed over lust and gluttony. lt's the
parallel of the Buddhist symbolism where
Monkey King and the Sage Tsan Sung are
accompanied by Pigsy. Though the theologi-
cal intent is to overcome sensuality, in the

h popular tradition, pig is easily a best-loved
figuie, and the people interpret Anthony's pig
as a beloved pet.

An amusing piece of correspondence
between Flaubert and George Sand exists vis-
a-vis the quality of the music. Gustave had
taken George to see the sights of the fair,
which included a bird-eating spider, foet-
uses, bearded ladies, a crocodile, and the

v puppet show of POre LeGrain.
"...1 had the company of one man and

acouple of women [on the trainl whose loud
and affected stupidity reminded me of the
music that accompanied the puppet show the
other day. e.g. 'When I looked at the sun it
seemed to leave two spots on my eyes.' Hus-

ther Aimable Mot'telle. Sr. (1818-188()). The senior Mortelle band: 'That's what they call sunspots.' And so on for an hour
had deserted from the French Army in Morocco, drifted to without stopping." [Sand to Flaubert, Nov 10, 18661
Belgium. where he performed a curious act in a circus in which Pratasik and McCormick also note that enthusiastic aii-
he suspended himself from a trapeze by cocking his head back dience participation was an element of the Saint Anthony and
over the bar while he beat a drum. This Mortelle had acquired other shows. Many of the booths were covered with wire mesh
the Saint Anthony show from the Damart Brothers about to mitigate the impact of fruits and vegetables on the pup-
whom less is known. The text appears to conform with other pets. Out  friend, the late Mike Oznowitz, began his associa-
traditional models and gives us an excellent idea of what tion with puppet as a child, sweeping up the fruit and de-
Flaubert. Madame George Sand and her puppeteer son, bris in a prewar Belgian puppet booth. Apparently when the
Maurice Sand would have seen at the Foire de Saint Romain. puppet devils destroy the hermitage, the children would hurl

POre LeGrain might have been similar to the Bouret and the benches around , chanting " demolisons, (knudhm~U
Mortelle families in taking up puppetry as a less hazardous ("let's demolish!"). And we thought puppetry was rough to-
livelihood than other grimindustrialtrades. Often, they bought day! An attemptbyone Belgian theater to screw the benches
the complete show from another showman and had little other down was so detested by the public that the management re-
repertoire. The show opened with a musical number and a lented and returned to the former loose benches.
"jigging doll ," an exchange of repartee with a Polichinelle When Flaubert eventually did publish La Temation de
figure. which would, it was hoped, entice the public into the Saint Antoine, he inscribed inside the front cover a refrain
booth for the performance of La Gri-rrri~rand Temation de from the puppet show as a dedication : " Messieurs les demons,
Saint Antoine done with rod marionettes . This was followed laissez-moi done !" (Good sir demons, let me be !).
by "fantoche"- trick string puppets like Chinese bell dancers The 1874 published form of Flaubert's Te,uptation is a
andjugglers. Some troupes followed St. Anthony with a short metaphysical rant which makes (for most people) fairly dull
burlesque of The Imciginary Invalid . According to Pratasik reading . George Sand viewed it kindly. as she loved Gustave .
and McCormick, there was a little song that went with St. and Victor Hugo professed admiration. The majority of crit-
Anthony, which was slightly licentious. If it was the little ics tended to view it as a mistake, as did Gustave's friends
ditty, "Give me back my piggy" it should be noted that the
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Louis and Maxime. I confess to speed-reading certain sec- courage rapid growth. but that he would also receive his
tions. It is presented in the format of a play, though really itis weekly ration ofa litre of gin! Although the pigs inevitably
an epic poem- utterly unstageworthy. The setting described outgrew their parts. they were fond of the little piglets which
by Flaubert with a little chapel and the pig rooting nearby learned their roles perfectly in a few weeks and could be
while Anthony weaves mats, is reminiscent ofthe puppet stag- trusted to enter on cue to cavort with the puppets without
ing. Saint Anthony has little to say. The pig makes a few re- prompting. One of their piglets, "Bibi," once caused great
marks. Mostly it is a smorgasbord of antique gods, fantastic minh by following the puppeteers into church on Sunday.
creatures, heretics, philosophers, the seven deadly sins (to With a voluptuous sequined she-devil, exotic Egyptian
which Flaubert adds Science and Logic), Zoroastrians, Hin- settings, live piglets. and demon hordes, the climactic destruc-
dus, Skeptics, Epicureans, Manicheans- you name it- up to tion of the monastery, and choirs of plump cherubim descend-
and including the cult of Cybele who parade before the saint ing in garlands of flowers accompanied by showers of benghal
and display their wares. The Devil takes Anthony on his back fireworks- clearly this was a viable piece of fairground the-
for a winged tour to the far reaches of the universe- an ele- atrics. While it may seem atypical today, in the 18th and 19th
ment sometimes staged by puppets , and also seen in the paint- centuries The Temptation of Saint Anthony was such com-

ings of Hieronymous Bosch. That the work is a kind of per- mon fairground puppet repertoire in France that puppet shows
verse catalogue of the universe is in keeping with the painted were simply referred to as "temptations."
imagery of Bosch and Breughel. All in all, one must admit- Gaston Baty reprints a version of the play which pur-
the puppet version is more fun. ports to be handed down from Pdre LeGrain himself, the pup-

The puppet text with its formulaic rhymes and songs peteer seen by Flaubert and Sand. Although it is slightly
seems to be derived at least partially from a Parisian vaude- longer, and the order of the scenes differs, it is very similar to
ville-operetta penned by one Michel-Jean Sedaine (1719- the Bouret version. Some of the stock phrases; are identical.
1797) on the subject of Saint Anthony which is more deliber- My translation is of the Bouret version, but I have included
ately risque: some of the stage directions from the LeGrain version.
"On the divan, a she-devil in lace
regards to all you young rakes: BIBLIOGRAPHY'Won't you come discover two pretty mountains so round.

McCormick, John and Bennie Pratasik : Popular
Anthony, fleeing from the diabolical ring-around dance, hides Puppet Theater in Europe 1880- 1914,
under the covers only to find: Cambridge University Press, 1998 (see photos pages
"A pretty little tart, a real tender morsel,

170-171)her traits had plenty of attractions.
A concubine, t ' was Proserpine ( Persephone ). Leroux , Andr6e and Alain Guillemin : Marionnettes
What a poke, this bacchanale, Traditionnelles en Flandre Frangaise de Langue
having seen he'd break his crutch, Picarde, Les editions des Beffrois , 1984 (see page 88 ,
And some Infernal behind photo and description)had made caca in his hutch.
Fearing a tumble into temptation Baty. Gaston : Trois P 'tits Tours et Puis S 'en Vont, 1942
our saint grabs his blessed sprinkler (source of the LeGrain script)
and douses those astonished demons:
' Here ' s Holy Water up your noses !'
 Extracts from Murese de la Vie WaHonne, vol. XVI ,

nos. 181-184The famous puppeteer, Seraphin , presented The Temp-
tation Of St Anthony also with his shadow puppets, and more Dascotte , Roger : La Baraque Saint-Antoine, Un
literary versions were presented at the Paris cabaret Le Chia Theatre de Marionnettes Ami)ulant
Noir. There is a version still performed by Toone in Brussels Pinon , Roger : Quelques Notes sur La Tentation de
which was written by Michel de Ghelderode. Saint Antoine (source of the Bouret script)

A high point of the fairground versions was when St
Anthony ' s constant companion , the little pig, runs around with Spencer, Philip : Flaubert, a Biography. \952
his tail on fire. Sometimes the pig was a marionette, but more
often a real piglet was used . When the devils torment the pig , Flaubert, several volumes of correspondence and
a smoking fuse was tied to his tail. Leopold Bouret explains biographical notes edited by Francis Steegmuller
that they would take care not to overfeed the piglet to dis- 1939, etc.
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"LA TENTATION DE SAINT ANTOINE"
The Temptation of Saint Anthony; a puppet play of Picar[ly,
script of Leopol{1 Bouret, as recalled from memory.
TRANSLATION BY STEPHEN CARTER

I .'

Song: Sing, demons sing
today your torn»~ents end

6 refill the wine skins
sing 'till day begins
raise up your glasses
to all dolls and asses
to our masters health
gaily we sing
cheers to the old man
Satan tonight in his great hall
shall host a magnificent devilish ball
if you haven't got a drum
beal the time upon your bum
pat-a-tappety tam, pat-a-tappely pam
come one, come all

j'l to Satan's gala ball.
Long live Satan!

Landineau: Silence, my friends. silence. I hear
the master of us all arrives. Each of you to his
place! I Iere comes the King of Hell!
Viua Pluto.'

SCENE 1 Pluto. King of Hell: Silence. my friends, silence. You make a
racket. What a devilish din! You can't hear a thing in this

[Hell, a sulphurous cavern with licking flames and boiling pots] Hell -hole . Bravo . my friends , bravo . This is the way I like to
see you all. I am the great Devil. I like to see you obey me. and

All the devils together: Pluto, King of Hell! Villa I'litto.' even better to fear me.

Prime Minister Landineau: It is L Landineau, Prime Minis- All: Viva Plutol
ter of Hell. My voice alone makes the denizens of the earth
to tremble. Where I walk the earth flexes. but it seems to me Pluto: 1 have been noticing of late that the heat has been
that someone is missing among us: Farfade. who is always turned down. and my spits are turning more slowly. and my
ready to follow me. Make haste to call him. empire is diminished. You there Landineau, what do you know

of all this? You as Prime Minister of my kingdom must know
Chanted by all devils: Farfade. come back quick to earth. something?
Appear this very instant!

Landineau: Sire. I know all, and I understand all- but I'm
Farfade lenters singing/: Here am I. here am I. here am I. For afraid to tell you as I lear you will get angry and lose your
you all. what shall I do to lei»npt you? Wherever someone is t_emper.
tempted or jealous. There am I, there am I!

Pluto: Am I in the habit of getting angry and losing my tem-
Laiidineau: But Farfade. it seems to me you are late! per?

Farfade: Oh yes, dear Master. It's just that in descending Land: No sire, but sometimes...
the great stair I got stuck behind the fat soul of a prosecutor
who died last night while trimming his nails. Pluto: Very well then, why don't you speak?

Landineau: Indeed? lie should have known that a real I«and: Sire, there is this monk converting people everyday,
prosecutor never trims his nails. Very well my friends. as since a great many years now, and this monk is costing us
our master is not yet here, let us sing and dance the Galop big-time.
Infernale!

Pluto: And this monk, what's his name?
All together: Yea, let's sing and dance.

Land : He is called the Efreat Father Antoine /St Anthonwl
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SCENE 2
Pluto : And where does he live? [Palm trees, desert. Upstage is a small chapel with a bell.
Land : He lives in the desert near Thebes /Di Eguptl at the Thunder, lightening]
hermitage of Mont Sativage. St Antoine /enteringl: Oh Heavens what a storm, what a wild

tempest, what wieked weather. Pray to our Lord Jesus, doPluto: Enough! You have told me all that I need to know. You not abandon great Saint Antoine to darkened skies. Heavshall depart this instant to that Hermitage of Mom Sauvage! enly universe. see you not this frightening noise and horrible
fracas? That before me I see the firmanient shaken and light-Land: Sire, it is the Queen who arrives. ening blasts to smithereens my pallet. Good God above, see

Pluto: Oh but the Queen of I Iell is welcome! Enter Madame. my distress, by your grace, grant that I may dispel the storm
from this place.

Queen Persephone: Oh my dear spouse. if you permit, I would At la st some quiet. I shall enter my hermitage to taste somego to this Theban desert myself and to the Hermitage of Mont repose. Yes 1 will ret ire now to my hermitage.Sativage

Pluto: How now, Madame, you so beautiful, so brilliant, leave Queen /eitteringj: So this is the desert of Thebes where I am
your palace to find a monk; a Capuchin ia monastic order to call upon upon St Antoine!
from which is derived the word "cappuccino"-/or cogeel in the St Antoine: Who then at this hour, and in God's fury whichwilds? But think no more of it, Madame! Send some of your might crush a feeble human, who entreats. no doubt, thatdevils and she-devils. either through my prayers or through my good works the

great Saint Antoine brings succour to unfortunates?.... Heav-Queen: Oh, my dear husband, you know that the charms of ens, a woman is there!a woman could soften the heart of  this monk.
Queen: Yes Antoine, it is a woman that astonishes you.Pluto: Oh. this monk will resist.

, Antoine: But Madame, can it be by my blessing, or by myQueen: Oh. they resist from time to time- but watch if I don t prayer. or by my good works that the good Saint Antoine canpop his eyeballs out of their sockets! be ofservice lo you? Or some soothing words with which the
good Saint Antoine is always ready to comfort thePluto: Very well Madame, as it is so- depart at once. But misfortunate.beware my wrath! Go Madame, go!
Queen: No Antoine! I came here above all to insult you!Queen: Merci. my lord. merci.
Antoine: Heavens above!Pluto: Go as your husband commands.
Queen: You ugly old beard. You'll get from my husband theQueen: Merci. thrashing of your life!

Pluto: Go. Madame, and as for the rest of you devils and Antoine: You. Madame who art Queen of Hell, get hence be-demons of my Infernal Kingdom, the first of you to have the
honor of bringing to me this monk shall have my soul well fore I cast holy water upon thee.
disposed toward you- but woe unto you that fail me! I will Queen: Alright Antoine, you got it coming from my husband.have you cast into a boiling cauldron for one hundred years.
Understand me well my fine friends as I have a horrible tem- Antoine: But Madame, I commanded thee once to get theeper, a devil of a temper. Ohhbhh I have never f eli more hence, be gone Madame. Oh frightful, oh horrible, this is scan-grri-rrrrfrrzrrrrrrrvrrrr! !!!!!!! dalous, oh villainous evil woman come here to tempt me. IHe
I«and : So then friends . you begin to comprehend what mas - reenters his hermitage. j
ter is telling us? King Pluto /emers) : Such courage to be in so solitary a spot,The first of you to have the good fortune of fetching this great therefore must I come to where resides the great Pere Antoine.Father Antoine shall have our master's favor. But woe unto I see here before my eyes the hermitage, let us look within,him who fails. Into the boiling pot for a hundred years! So what is happening? The monk kneels in prayer before hismy friends the meeting is adjourned. Swear to do your duly. pallet, a cruxifix in one hand his prayer book in the other?

Come Pluto, let us slap him in our rage, and interrupt theAll: We swear. my lord, we swear! prayer of- Antoine. Father Antoine.Ichantingj
Come, come. let's be gone St Antoine: Wait, wait. Any moment the heavens will openRun tornient the Pei-e Antoine and shower this woman with holy water and upon Pluto, KingWe shall do it this instant of  I Iell himself.Torments poured and heaped upon him.
Right away we go to tornient! Pluto: Yes. Antoine. Can you believe that from her breastWe know Pluto'd love to see and froni his empire a king would tear himself to go to find aThis monk tortured brutally Cappuchin monk in the wilderness?Before the boss gets in a grump
Pere Antoine we'11 scratch and bump. Antoine: But Pluto. what do you want of me? What do youLong live Pluto! ask?
Land: Come my friends. let us go, let us go! rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr!!!!! Pluto: Listen well, Antoine. I want that you yield to my de-

sizes and come to my home, or at least learn how to live, or I
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will unleash upon you all the beasts imagineable Devils /sing and destroy the hermitage/:
of my kingdom, and within three days not a shred Crash and  break, smash his hermilage
of your body will remain on this earth. Make a mess till nothings left.

Too bad for you, Father Cappuchin,
Antoine: But Pluto, you know that your empire is too bad for you.
shrinking, your spits no longer turn, your boilers We destroy. we destroy
grow cold. Listen well. Pluto. Go and tell Beelzebub the hermitage, the hermitage.
and all your infernal gang that Father Antoine Once again we srnash his house
fears you not! /He reenters his cell. j Crash. Smash, Bam.

/Traditionallu, during this section children would bang
Pluto: Oh Antoine, oh you fear me not, Antoine, tile theater benches about and create an uproar, chant-
but you will come to fear my wrath when all my ing along with the deuils.j
diabolical demons from my infernal kingdom come
to tempt this great Saint Antoine, because I want Antoine: Ahhh, you villainous devils, you damned vil-
his body reduced to ash and cinders. Ahhhh you lains, you smashed and broke my hermitage. You
fear me not, but you will fear my vengeance, for I haven't left so much as a single board intact.
have a devilish temper, a horrible rage, oh I feel it
coming - rrrr~-rrrrrrr!!! Devils: Thal's for you!

Ring around Anthony,
[Deuils arrive, singing]: We dance around .
We're going to catch the piglet We drag you down.
of lucky Saint Antoine We got you
We'11 make him into sausages And your little pig too!
And thanks to this old monk
We'11 eat him up with corn meal mush Anthony: Ah, flee from here, fly away you bad villains!
We'11 eat him though he tries to fuss You try to make me dance and jump around like a
We've caught your little piggy young fellow?
Old Greybeard we caught your pig At my age of 98 years, that's a big mistake, an abomi-
We got your little piggy. old man, rrrrrrrr!! nation! But what's that I see in the distance? Angels,
/Depils set the pig's tail onfire.1 Archangels, I see the Angel Gabriel who descends from

the sky- no doubt to bring me some good news. Let us
St Antoine: All you villainous demons. Bugger prepare to receive them.
off, you ruffians!
He is my prize , my poor little piggy . my sole com- Angels [descending]. Antoine , Antoine , God is well
panion in misfortune. He alone amuses me. lie pleased with your perseverance. He has reserved for
alone consoles me. Pray to our Lord Jesus Christ you a place in the kingdom of Heaven. Come, fortu-
to please return him to me! nate Antoine, take your place that is reserved in the

kingdom of the chosen. /They place him in a hear-
/He singsj: Give me back my piggy enly chanot.j
If vou please sirs
Give him back oh please. Antoine: So be it, Antoine. Good Saint Antoine.
He makes me so happy ascend to the end of your dreams.
He's as sweet as he can be.
Give me back my piggy [Song jinatel
If you please sirs And you've gone, and you depart
Give him back oh please! You depart from us and you've gone... .

If you don't give him back right now I shall come M curtain descends painted with mer-angels with-lish tails.j
and wrest him from your villainous clutches. Come
little piggy. here little piggy, soooeeee, sooeee.
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2003/2004 Season

Welcome to our third exciting season of distinctive, provocative,
and groundbreaking puppet theatre for adult audiences. 6,,Z-* jil V '
32 Station Street, Brookline MA 617-731-6400 «i ./.% /0 -
www.puppetshowplace.org **/*92..~



THE PUPPETRY STORE
A Service of Puppeteers of America. Inc.
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The Puppetry Store
302 W. Latham St.
Phoenix, AZ 85003

P 602-262-2050
F 602-262-2330

'' 11 1 E store@puppeteers.org



PUPPETRY INTERNATIONAL

SEEKING EDITOR for
PUPPETRY INTERNATIONAL

Puppetry International Magazine needs a new
Editor, beginning with the Fall 2005 issue, to
oversee the production of two issues per year.
UNIMA-USA is seeking someone with an
international perspective on the art form, and a
vision of where the magazine needs to go in
order to remain a vital resource to the field and a
publication attractive to persons with a serious
interest in the performing and/or fine arts. Strong
writing and organizational skills needed, of
course, and the ability to work with the UNIMA

SHA SHAHIGBY Board, printers and designers, as well as with
intimate performance in evocative writers of wide-ranging backgrounds and abilities.

sculptural costume
»metaphorical outfits

combining elements of sculpture, puppetry Stipend avilable.
and wind chirnes '

'whimsically refreshing" sfchronicle If interested, contact Marianne Tucker at:
residencies tucktale@aol.com or (215) 885-7073www.shashahigby.com

415.868.2409

We are simply wild about Reay, our new adz,ertising mcirlageri
f hilike alit/zor Stephen Kaplirt. she spells /ler last name"Kaplan--u,ith
an "a"-a /Pict lue promise never again to overlook.

OwL GLASS
 C Pff 1~« t LA PUBLIC LIBRARYPUPPETRY CENTER:

FFERS ONLINE TOUR..~2 www.puppetspuppets.com ,23[nk~

319 No. Calhoun, West Liberty, IA 52776
owlglass@avalon.net Ii,

THE TURNABOUT THEATRE
The Los Angeles Public Library has acquired the archives of the Turnabout Theater, a well-known adult marionette
venue from 1941 to 1956. The cabaret-style shows featured opposing stages with old railroad seats designed to "turn
about" at the end of the line-as well as during intermission-so as to face the other pre-set stage. The Turnabout.
popular for its satires and guest stars like Elsa Lanchester and Odetta, marked the culmination of the careers of the
Yale Puppeteers: Harry Burnett, Forman Brown and Richard Brandon. The LAPL collection includes photographs,
documents. props and costumes.
Go online to take the 20-page "Turnabout Theatre Virtual Tour" by clicking on the following address:
http://dbase 1.lapl.org/pages/turnabout.htin



PUPPETRY INTERNATIONAL

The Language of the Puppet $12.45 per copy
(includes shipping in U.S.)

This landmark book brings together 19 top puppetry
performers, artists and scholars from three conti-
nents, and is full of beautiful pictures.

Available from UNIMA-USA:
1404 Spring St. NW, Atlanta, GA 30309 <unima@puppet.org>

You can now purchase UNIMA publications online with
credit/debit card and electronic checks.

Dragon Dance Theatre
exploring visual

and performing arts since 1974
The Pan-American Puppetry Arts Institute

a cultural exchange program
in the heart of Vermont

Workshops and Performances
french-spanish-english

Outdoor spectacles in forest environments
July 11 to August 23.2004

artist residencies
info and registration:

www.dragondancetheatre.com
sam@dragondancetheatre.net



PUPPETRY INTERNATIONAL

NOTE: Though it wilt be too late to get in on this residency,
it sounds like this will be an ongoing program.

La
ho

reWe recommend getting in touch with them -Ed. U
Seeking Resident for Residency Program at Museum
of Puppetry-Lahore, Pakistan

The Museum of Puppetry, Lahore, the first and the
onty one of its kind in South East Asia, was inaugu-

UNIMA-USA brings you news and views of4-- rated in January, 2004. The Museum's main objec- International Puppet Theater
19 tive is to preserve and promote the dying puppetry in more than 60 countries:
hl art form in Pakistan via Puppet Displays, Puppet offers discounts on special events, conferences and festivals

4-~ Shows and Educational Programs in the Museum.
promotes international friendship through puppetry.

~ To sustain and achieve these objectives , we need Bring the World's Oldest Theatre
- the services of Apprentice Residents-preferably Into Your Lifel
~a- females-to work with, help and assist the Museum
~ Curator with Workshops, Solo Puppet Performances For membership information,

call 404-873-3089- and General Museum Developmental Work.
or write 1404 Spring Street NW Atlanta GA 30309

The Residency begins in March 2004 and lasts for
41 three months, with a payment of local per diem,
~ housing, food, transportation and round-trip air fare.

~ Interested candidates should apply with short cur- Our Mistake!
ricula vitae of their qualifications in puppetry, along In our review of Bruno and Darlene

~ with samples of their work and a recent passport - Frasconek The Art and Technique of
size photograph . Marionette Making CPI#\4), we erro-

neously identified Bruno as "Bruce."
Applications should be addressed to the Residency Our apologies.

~ Programs, Curator, Museum of Puppetry -Lahore.
also
On page 30, the correct spelling of
review's name is Hanne Tierney.

rptw@brain.net.pk or www.peergroup.com.pk

2fHE WINNERS
LIRCLE THE CENTER FOR PUPPETRY ARTS has published a charming

and informative catalog for their exhibit featuring work from
UNIMA Citation-winning productions

h IN ')- -f- 'Ue
, 48.74 * A list of winners by year is included. $9.95A .., '.

($8.95 for citation winners) inc/udes shipping in US.

UNIMA-USA 1404 Spring St. NW, Atlanta GA 30309 <unima@puppet.org>

/4 09
151$ .



Summer Future P.1. topics:
PUPPETRY INTERNATIONALIntensive welcomes submissions

in Puppet - » ,»I- ="rk Themes for upcoming issues include:

Theater 8.6„* -... - Fall '04 - Women Pioneers of Puppetry--- 4

luly 11 TEr#\ Many important puppet theatres and theatre
movements owe their existence, in whole or in part,

Through <"11~ to the vision and persistence of some very

July 31 A:« r j .- extraordinary women. Their efforts have often been
less well known than those of their male
counterparts- until now!

Marlboro,
&&1 Spring '05 - Genre Senders:

Vermont The Thoroughly Post-Modern Puppet
Photo[IR'..1./11 Though puppetry has a long history of breaking

----- ---I

boundaries, there is currently an unprecedented
level of fusion, collaboration, and synthesis in
contemporary work. Pulcinella travels to Brazil,
wayang screens are lit up by lasers, and young

at Marlboro College urban puppeteers are redefining vaudeville. Artists
from different cultures- even different disciplines-
split a bottle of wine and-POOF!-a new
collaboration has begun. Fellow ~
travelers, tell us what you
have seen ! ~ ~NTERNATIONAL

e-mail proposals for 'R  7 1 Zzl Y -lt
consideration to .-

 L

the Editor:
perryalley@rscs.net , tear n~

.--
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Filit X|'ll|\11- J.IN|Tilt) 16}, 21]1N
acclaimed puppet artist. College credit is available

11jlj ill x1 11111xxicm 1111 IN111111[1* 110 po:" Eric Bass is knoirn all over tbe world today for bariu, bl-ought
puppets ont of tbeir traditiolicil toy closets Tbe u,agic is born of
~mre, fi-o'm tbe more,melit of tbese dolls, as iftbey uile animtited Rn, k 11,12' '"titb tbi real breath of life."

Le Courier Geneva 1%1% 111 11'litiltilll;Elloill
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Summer Theater Institute LILI;I ILJ, (iki 1UU<7
RO. Box A, Marlboro, VT 05344

info@sandglasstheater.org ILE#) MPPEr @ lillilt).Cilltiwww.marlboro.edu/sandglass
(800) 343-0049



fs new at the
Center for Puppetry A<te

,

The New Directions Series for adult audiences offers diverse performances
to enthrall the imagination and engage the mind. If you're partofthe
opinionated and the intelligentsia, don 't miss Emerimental Puppetry Theater

0<pT) or the new show this fall by Jon Ludwig & jason Hines: Avant/ Da Vinci , .

or The Adventure of Leonardo Da Vine/ (pictured at right). , , -A L

r
4 It's the summer of true love, princesses and cave men! Shows for

families through August 2004 include the classic fairytales

Marionette Theatre. The season also includes a more recent tale:

Beauty & the Beast by jon Ludwig (pictured at left); Cindere#a by
Tanglewood Marionettes: and Reeping Beau'tyby National

Mr. Us Camman by Leon Van Weelden.

The hands-on Museum, Puppets ' The Power of Wonder, presents over 350

puppets from around the world. More puppets are on display in the special

exhibits, including Bhima, ahand puppetfrom india(pictured at right).

Learn how to manipulate and make puppets in the adult education classes.

The Center's Museum Store features jewelry books, videos,
puzzles, pop-up toys and of course, an amazing variety of puppets

CENTER FOR A commemorative ornament ($25) celebrating the Center's 25 -90_555,PUPPETRY call the Museum Storeat 404.881.5134.
years in Atlanta makes a great gift! For more information, please :,6.

A. f
imil#Bil
1404 Spring Street NW · Atlanta. GA USA 30309-2820 441//

Administrative 404.873.3089  Ticket Sales Office 404.873.3391· www.puppet.org · info@puppet.org
Vincent Anthony. Executive Director · Headquarters of UNIMA-USA



fHe sings] : Give me back my piggy
If you please sin

Give bim back ob please.
He makes me so happy

He's as sweet as be can be.
Give me back my piggy

Ifyou please siTs
Give bim back ob please!

-THE TEMPTATION OF SAINTANTHONY

(see article on page 41)


